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PREFACE 

Tb* followtag ***** kt bated ca a * iMiytk of d u from • * CoordtMtrd OSCAT aod 

Balloon OtvcrvatJoM (CEBO) pragna» • AasM 1964. CEBO «ts • fea* Norwtgat* and 

Austrian BSCAT/baHooa program aad was anted oat ai cooprrattai wt» a» Uatmriiy of 

Tromsø, me Space Xaaearck aaWal* - Auatriaa Academy of Sctaf**. aad a * EBCAT 

Scientific Association- The maki purpose of a * pragna) «at tg study lower ionosphere 

pbeaotaetia associated with energetic •ararat ponick precjpftalioa. an! to «orame the validity 

of some of tbe different models wed in upper atmotpbtre poysics-

The fint chapters of the thesis are intended lo provide background information on sume 

aspects of the physics of the lower ionosphere. A model of die generation and penetration of 

auroral X-rays into Ibe atmosphere k described in chapter 5 and in chapter 6 a model which 

calculates the ion pair production due to energetic electron precipitation in ibe upper 

atmosphere is outlined. Chapter 7 treats tbe principles of ionospheric measurements by 

incoVrent scatter radars. The results of the analysis of ibe CEBO data sei are given in chapters 

7 through 11. 

I have to thank several people for their help in the analysis of tbe data and the preparation 

of the thesis. First and foremost I wish to thank Stein UUaland. who proposed and led ihc 

program, for his support daring this work. I am also indebted to tbe other members of the 

space physics group at the University of Bergen, especially Magne Htvlg for practical help 

concerning Ihe computers used. Truls Hansen, University of Tromsø, designed the radar 

experiment and reduced the radar data to a user friendly form. It is a pleasure to thank him for 

fruitful interaction and inspiration. I also thank Asgeir Brekke, University of Tromsø, for his 

interest in this work. 

The ground based magnetic recordings were provided by the World Data Centre -

Geomagnetism, Denmark, Risto Pellinen, Finish Meteorological Institute, Ingemar Higgstrom, 

Kiruna Geophysical Institute, Sweden, and Steinar Berger, University of Tromsø. Data from 

tbe Scandinavian riometer network were provided by Hilkka Ranta, Sodankyli Geophysical 

Observatory, Finland, and Peter Sunning, Danish Meteorological Institute. 

The Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (NTNF) organized 

part of the balloon campaign, launched the balloons and operated tbe telemetry station at 

Andenes. The balloon program was supported financially by NTNF and tbe Austrian Science 
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fewaicn CbuKfl namna! aapaort ta — « « H i • toinmna w * • « a—lym of • » data 
«a* nccivfd fmn « M Non»tglaa iMMKfc Cbaarfl of #» Seine*» and AM H M M B H M » 
(NAVn Tha EiSCAT Srittfn* «.unriatioi k «pporttd by C M M M * AfcJttaaU. ftoiMsV 
Ctaw National de to lUcneicat Scttanfiqat. H M W . Mit-WMK>-OmiidMft. W Oiiwaa». 
Notga Atmcovttcatkapdlst rmiaaanitlri. Norway. Natarvmaakaphia fnnl7>laa,nlitn 
Sweden, and Scfcat» «ad Eaajatariaa, Raataftfc CoaacO. LMtad Kiando* 

Haiald Hansen and H Stanaoig coartianad a * balloon payloaaV Terje Graok aad Oca? 
Joharacn opciaied Ox EISCAT radar aad Klrc Njalca aatisttd daring ac ballooa mjf i ign 

Finally 1 wtah 10 thank my family far ibrJr patience tnd tncoaraffmeni daring dw coanc 
of dus work. 

Bergen. June 1990 KjuunJ OUfuoa 
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AN OVERVIEW 

Toe following thesis is concerned with tone aspects of Ac pradpitatJon of energetic 
particle* from the earth's magpdoapboe into the upper afcnuapbtic. We wiD concentrate on 
the effect» of energetic (a> 30 keV) electrons on Ibe lover parts of Ibe Ionosphere, including 
the D layer, which is the region between 50 and 90 km altitude, and Ibe E layer continuing 
upwards to 150 km. The region above ISO km. Le. Ibe F layer, is not seriously affected by 
electrons in the energy range of interest, the elecirons win penetrate this layer without 
significant energy degradation. In Ibe B layer and especially in the D layer ibe neutral gas 
density increases markedly and collisions between Ibe electrons and the neutral gas 
molecules will gradually decrease the kinetic energy of the elections. As an example, only 
electrons with energy exceeding 100 kcV can penetrate down to altitudes below 80 km In 
the collisions wiih the neutral gas the elections loose the greatest part of their kinetic 
energy by ionizing and exciting the atmospheric gases. The former process will increase the 
concentration of free (secondary) elecirons in the ionosphere; the Utter mechanism leads to 
optical emissions, namely the aurora. A small amount of the energy of the precipitating 
electrons is also radiated directly as X-rays, frequently called bremsstrahlung The 
brcmsstrahlung photons can penetrate to lower altitudes in the atmosphere than the primary 
electrons themselves, and measurements from balloon borne X-ray detectors have been 
used extensively to study the morphology of the energetic electron precipitation. The energy 
spectrum of the X-rays may also give some information on the energy spectrum of the 
primary electrons. 

Among other effects of the electron precipitation we could mention enhanced 
absorption of radio noise from space. Radiowaves with frequency around TO MHz arc most 
heavily absorbed in the D layer, i.e. in the same region as the high energy electrons mainly 
loose their energy. The intensity of cosmic radio noise at frequencies near 30 MHz is 
continuously monitored by riometers, thus providing another type of data that also can be 
used to map the spatial distribution of the energetic electron precipitation, but neither the 
spectral characteristics of the primary electrons nor the density profiles of the secondary 
electrons can be recovered from the riometer recordings alone. 

Among important topics concerning the effects of particle precipitation on the 
ionosphere during auroral events is the interrelation between the flux of energetic electrons 
from the magnetosphere into the atmosphere and the free electron density in the D - and E 
regions. Several experimental methods have been applied to study this relationship. A 
popular method is to measure both the fluxes of the precipitating particles and the 
secondary electron density In situ with rocket borne instruments. This method can provide 
accurate data with a good altitude resolution under favourable conditions, but it gives only 
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•ainate* n o H be ttadttd by «net wtam. Aaotbef poatibttøy « w —tawxc M M tfecttoa 

dcntiry wub f r o m ) bawd n a m e seating hwtnimeoti. e g • t a d * , aad aW parade fane» 

dbecliy on bond a magnetically oonjagMc M e t t l e In A t mmputeufbot Thlft M a t e d can 

be iacctural la BMW apodal case* tack M daring M a t Cap AburpUoo ( * C A ) («col» 

«ben tbe partkk predpiutioo h spatially antton» over a wide a n a Daring aaroiwl t*rot» 

the electron prccrpitaliaa i t strongly non-antform. bencc toe groaod based instntncntt and 

the radar mail be vtsy closely conhtgaied io provide atefal data. Tb* law» of c t m K a l 

mechanic» restrict icrioasly (be poufcilicics of wen a close eooJafMion. • lattft lc in a low 

polar orbit will p a » through me potential field of view of a radar in only a few caJnatct 

and a satellite al geosynchronous orbit wiO only by accidence br euci iy conjugated with 

the ground based instruments, as the exact form of toe geomagnetic Held line threading the 

satellite will change with local lime and with the Hate of the magneloepbrre 

In the following chapters we will review the results from an experiment that include» 

a) Indirect measurements of (he fluxes of precipitating energetic election» into the 

atmosphere 

b) Exactly conjugated radar measurements of the free electron density in the lower 

ionosphere. 

In the Coordinated EISCAT and Balloon Observations (CEBO) program in August. 1984. 

two balloons. CEBO-1 and CEBO-2. were launched from Setermoen, about 80 km south 

of Tiomso. The balloons carried detectors for the measurements of bremsslrahlung X-rays 

emitted by precipitating energetic (z 30 kcV) electrons. Simultaneously, the EISCAT 

(European Incoherent SCATter) radar measured the electron density in the ionosphere 

above the balloons, during the local night hours. At this time of the year the stratospheric 

wind speeds are very low and the balloons drifted slowly within the potential field of 

view of the radar. CEBO-1 was launched around 2000 U T on August 23 and was cut 

down at 1000 U T on August 27. CEBO-2 was launched al 1630 U T on August 28 and cut 

down at 1100 U T on August 29. Examples of ihe data obtained during the CEBO campaign 

are given by Ullaland el al. (1985). 

The following main topics will be treated in connection with the interpretation of the 

CEBO data set: 

- A method in which the balloon X-ray measurements are used to estimate the energy 

spectrum of the precipitating electrons. 

- Calculations of the ton pair production rates in the lower ionosphere, when the ionization 

is caused by precipitating electrons with a known energy spectrum. 

- The use of incoherent scatter radars to study the ionosphere. 

- Calculation of the free electron loss coefficient in the D - and lower E regions. 

- Comparison of the expected Cosmic Noise Absorption (CNA), calculated from the radar 

measurements of the electron density, with the actual absorption measured by riomctcrs. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOWER IONOSPHERE 

In ibis chapter tome chanctafetk* of the D - and Iowa E b y t n and the antral 
atmosphere below 100 km «re outlined to provide bacftf-oaod informaiioa tut the 
experiments and rcsul» discussed in later part» of this study 

2.1 The neutral atmosphere. 

In t.ic atmosphere the vertical variability of pressure and density is much larger than the 
horizontal variability ol these parameters Therefore, it is convenient to define a 'standard* 
atmosphere where the pressure and density are functions of height only The height 
variations of the pressu.c and the temperature in the lower atmosphere (below 40 km) have 
been studied by in siu measurements from aircraft» and balloons. Above 40 km these 
quantities have been explored by means of rocket experiments. The height profiles of the 
pressure, density and mean free path, according to the US Extension to International Civil 

A v i a t i o n 
l 6 0 r » "I O r g a n i z a t i o n 

S t a n d a r d 
Atmosphere, arc 
shown in figure 2 1 
Within the lowest 
1 0 0 k m t h e 
logarithm of the 
pressure falls off 
almost linearly with 
height, with the 
slope of the curve 
corresponding to a 
scale height H - 7 
km. 

The vertical 
temperature profile 
of the U.S. standard 
atmosphere is 

Figure 2.1. Vertical profiles of pressure in millibars (-
density in g m"' ( ) and mean free path in m ( — • 
atmosphere (from Wallace and Hobbs, 1977). 

). 
) in the 
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Figure 2-2. Vertical temperature profile for the U-S Standard 
Atmosphere (from Wallace and Hobos, 1977). 
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temperature profile at 
drmoaujai.d in figu'c 
2J . which «how» a 
meridional crot t 
l e c t i o n of the 
longitudinally averaged 
temperature at tolsuccs 

ll should be emphasized that the actual temperature profile at a given instance and location 
can be very different from the profile shown in figure Z2- At high latitudes in the summer 
hemisphere there are observed wave-like structures in the temperature profiles in the 
vicinity of the mesopausc (between 80 and 100 km) (Kopp et al . 1985c) In the winter 
hemisphere the temperature fljctuations between SO and 90 km altitude may be as much as 
50 K on ihe lime scale of few hours (Philbrick ct a].. 1984, Myrabo and Harang. I988) 
From figure 2.3 it can be seen that during summer the average temperature at 80 km 
altitude and 70° N or S is about 60 K lower than during winter, von Zahn and Meyer 
(1989) derived summer time temperature profiles from falling sphere experiments Their 
mean profile showed Ihe mesopause to be at an altitude of 88 km and at a temperature of 
129 ± 6 K, which is about 10 to 20 K lower than predicted by many atmospheric models. It 
is worth noticing that the temperature minimum at the mesopause is not very pronounced in 
winter at high latitudes. 

The ratios of various gaseous constituents at any level in the atmosphere are determined 
by two physical processes; mixing due to fluid motions, and molecular diffusion. The 
effectiveness of mixing due to turbulent molions of air parcels does not depend on the 
molecular weight of the individual gas species. Therefore, the atmospheric composition 
tends to be almost independent of height within the range of levels where this process 
predominates. On the other hand, diffusion by random molecular motions lends to produce 
an atmosphere where the mean molecular weight of the mixture gases gradually decreases 
with altitude and only the lightest gases (hydrogen and helium) are present at the highest 
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Figure 13. Meridional ciou Kciioo of longitadJaally averaged umpewftw io degree* 
Cebius (from Wallace «nd Ho***. I9T7) 

Icveb The effectiveness of molecular diffusion metcasts in proportion lo die mot mean 
square velocity of the r«odom molecular motions and will lb» increase with tbe mean tree 
palli between collisions. Near an altitude of 100 loo tbe mean free path I» abort Oil m «nd 
ii is believed thai ai this level the two mixing procesK* arr of comparable importance Toe 
level of transition from turbulent mixing to molecular diffusjon is called lie tarbopMM 
The well mixed region below we turbopause is called lie bwDOspbtre; tbe legion above is 

Table 2.1. 

Sea level atmospheric composition of dry air (from Wallace and Hobbs, 1977). 

Constituent Moleculv fraction Molecular 
weight (amu) 

Nitrogen (NJ 78.1% 28.02 
Oxygen (OJ 20.9% 32.00 
Argon (AT) 0.93% 39.94 
Carbon dioxide (CO,) 0.03% 44.01 
Neon (Ne) 18 ppm 20.12 
Helium (He) Sppm 4.00 
Krypton (Kr) 1 ppm 83.80 
Hydrogen (HJ 0.S ppm 202 
Ozone (O,) 0 - 1 2 ppm 48.00 
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CONCENTRATION, em' 
Figure 2.4. Number densities of various gastet in the upper atmosphere (fram Whiiien 
and Poppoff, 1965) 

called the beterosphert Figure 2.4 shows the number densities of tbe most abundant gave» 
in the region between 50 and 160 km The relative contents of the major constituents of the 
atmosphere below 100 km are listed in table 2.1. Nitrogen and oxygen make up 99** (by 
volume) of the atmosphere, but some minor constituents play also an important role in the 
production and destruction of ionization. One of these is water vapour whose retain c 
number density in the D region of the ionosphere (i.e. tbe altitude range between SO and 90 
km) is only a few parts per million (ppm). Nevertheless, tbe air at the mesopause a 
frequently strongly supersaturated. In regions of extremely low temperatures in the summer 
mesopause saturation ratios between 10 and 100 nave been found (Kopp et al.. 1985b) The 
water vapour is important in the ion-chemical reactions in the lower D region, where the 
majority of the positive ions is hydrated. 

2.2 The ionized atmosphere at auroral latitudes. 

Although the electron density of the atmosphere below 100 km usually amounts to less 
than 10'' parts of the concentration of the neutral gases, the ionized component introduces 
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The gates of (be jemcxponc may be tombed t i ter by collision «Ub eacrgctk charged 
paftidc* precipitating to the atmosphere, or by caprartng • qaantam of cJecrtoaagncuc 
radiation «banc energy exceeds tbe rontaerlon potential of Ibe gas speck» lontwinn 
potentials (and tbe equivalent wavelength») of vartoai atomic or molecnlar gaus aie used 
in table 2.2. It Is obvious thai only radiation of wavelength let» than X^, can produce 
ionization This confines the part of the solar electromagnetic -pectrum, capable nf kwlMng 
the atmospheric gases, to the X-ray (01 - 17 am) and tbe extreme oloaviolci (EUV. 17 . 
175 ran) regions-

Table 7-2. 

Ionization polentials and equivalent wavelengths for g»«ous spedes (from 
Hargreaves. 1979) 

Constituent KeV) ^ ( n m ) 

NO 9.25 134.0 
o, 10.06 102.7 
H,0 12.60 98.5 

o, 12.80 97.0 
H 13.59 91.2 
0 13.61 91.1 
CO, 13.79 89.9 
N 14.54 85.3 
H, 15.41 80.4 
N, 15.58 79.6 
Ai 15.75 78.7 
Ne 21.56 57.5 
He 24.58 50.4 
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Irte moM important ionizing sgent in this group I» the Lymao-a (Ly-a) Une a( Ibc 
sotar spectrum (12 J-5 am). The Ly-o aae lone»» NO (tee table 22) which » a miaor 

constituent of ibc 
atmosphere Tbe two 
NO density profiles 
shown ta figure 24 
disagree by a factor of 
100 or mate in tbe 
height range 80 to 110 
k m . The bcighi 
variation of NO as 
measured in several 
rocket flights at virions 
geomagnetic conditions 
is shown in figure 25. 
These measurements 
show clearly that there 
will be difficulties in 
calculating the ion pair 
production profile due 
to solar radiation, even 
though tbe solåt 
spectrum at a given 

lime was perfectly known. In the absence of particle precipitation, the Ly-a ionization 
dominates in the lower D region during daytime. Figures 26 and 27 show the calculated 
ion production (due to solar radiation) versus height for sunspol minimum and sunspot 
maximum conditions. Note that the importance of X-rays increases markedly in going from 
sunspot minimum to sunspot maximum conditions. The UV spectrum between 102.7 and 
111.8 run ionizes exited oxygen molecules in the O^'A,) state, but this source is 
considerably less important than the Ly-a radiation. 

no 
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Figure 2S. Number densities of NO, inferred from rocket 
measurements of positive ion composition (from Grossmann el 
al„ 1985). 
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Figure 2.6. Ion production versos height due lo sotar radiation for mmpof mtnlminn 
conditions and solar zenith angle x " SO*. Brolten lines show X-ray contribution, full 
lines U V ionization (from Thrane. 1972). 

c) Cosmic rays. 

Cosmic rays ionize all the atmospheric constituents. At solar minima galactic cosmic 
rays may be the dominant source of ionization at altitudes below 75 km. At solar maximum 
the cosmic radiation is weaker than at solar minimum by a factor of approximately 0.5. The 
change in the cosmic radiation intensity is ascribed lo the stronger solar magnetic field at 
solar maximum, which partially deviales the cosmic rays away from the neighbourhood of 
the earth. 

d) Energetic electrons and ions. 

The energetic charged particles, associated with the aurora, make a very important but 
sporadic contribution to the ionization of the D and E regions at high latitudes. The 
penetration depth of these particles depends strongly on the kinetic energy (see figure 2.8), 
only electrons and protons with energy exceeding 30 keV and 1 MeV, respectively, can 
penetrate to altitudes below 90 km. 
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SOLA» MAX 

Figure 2.7. Same as figure 2.6. but for nnspot maximum conditions (bora Thrane, 

1972). 

During the events discussed 

in later chapters, energetic 

electrons were the dominating 

ionization agents in the lower 

ionosphere. The ionization by 

energetic electrons will be 

treated in more details in chapter 

6. 

The D region is not much 

affected by X-rays and E U V 

radiation in the wavelength 

range 1 - 1 1 0 nm. Radiation 

with wavelength 20 - 90 nm 

contributes mainly to ionization 

'SOMW in the F l region, and the more 

penetrating parts of the spectrum 

(1 - 10 nm and 90 - 110 nm) 

are heavily absorbed in the E 

region. 
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Figure 2 £ . Penetration depth of vertically incident 
energetic electrons and protons in the earths atmosphere 
(from Mæhlum, 1973). 
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rocket borne instruments in die lower ionosphere, «how that a transition bom O,* and NO* 
to water cluster loos at an altitude of 80 - 85 km is a general feature of ote 0 region at all 
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Figure 2.9 a. Positive ion density during geomagnetically disturbed conditions in winter. 
The hydratet) ion density is shown separately in figure 2.9 b (from Kopp et al.,198Sa). 
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ibe upper O region down lo 
about 80 km attitude. NO' 

and O,' are the dominating nus, but below 75 km H'Qtfi), is the moti abundant positive 
ion. In addition, H'(H,OV H*(H,0), and H'HJO were observed in the height range 6 5 - 8 5 
km. The results from a summer flight from Kiruna (figure 2.10) show many of the tame 
features. H*(H,0), ions were dominating up to 75 km and H*(HtO)a wa* the most abundant 

ion between 75 and 85 km 
Between 85 and 94 km 0," 
dominates and the NO* 
density also increases 
rapidly. Above 100 km the 
NO* concentrations were 
exceeding those of O," by a 
factor of about 10. The 
measured density profiles of 
cluster ions of the types 
0,*X and NO'X arc not 
shown in figure 2.10. A 
common feature of both the 
summer and winter 
measurements is a layer of 
metallic ions (Na*, Mg', Al* 
and Fe') with a maximum 
around 90 km altitude. 
These ions, which are 
believed to be of meteoric 
origin, have veiy low 
recombination rates and arc 
responsible for the 
occasional formation of thin 
( 1 - 3 km) layers of 

H*(M,0>j_ 

io' lo' 
ION DENSITIES 

F igure 2.10. Positive ion composition profile in a combined 
auroral and noclilucenl cloud event, measured during the 
C A M P campaign in August 1982. ( f rom Kopp et a l , 1985c). 
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enhanced plasma dratiue*. known a* apnradfc C layen (ft* e.g. Haatfcoata •• a l . WBS) 

Tar formation of Be kydrated chMttr toa» todadet • tafcry traaptkatad art of cnerakal 
tcaciioM at todkated to flgnrc 111. wakn atowt a tcteBttfc diagram of Be moa 
tmonnanr reaction* to a ateady atale aaodel af Be positive ioa coaapotitloo of Be 
trietnephete. Toe predktioM of tack atodels afcoaM he Mated « iB care, atace auay of Be 
reaction fete» ate yet poorly known. panJrsMy at Be low anaperatare* of Be tammcr 
sMaopaase reglon 

Tbe hydrated cfester toot «re Boagbt to have gnat toflaeact oo Be loss met of 
electrons, and thereby on Be electron density, to Be D layer for Be reaaon Bat Bete toot 
.tact more readily with free electron» Baa do Be .<MV and O,' loos. 

Another feature Hut further compUcale* the loat processes to Be lowest pant of Be 
ionosphere is the presence of negative Ions. The negative i s » are formed by three body 

ructions of the form 

e + 0 , + M - ( V • M (2^) 
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Figure 2.11. Schematic diagram of the reactions leading to the formation of hydrated 
ions in the mesosphere (from Reid, 1989). 
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fonned to itactfcmi «dm oxygen, « e h at CO,". HCO," etc. ifc present between 70 and Si 
km, and tome lew c«pecltd loot like for tolanr» Cf were alto found la luge 
concentrations. Similar retain wen reported by Arnold et aL (1982). The effect cf negative 
loot on fbe electron deosily wfll be mentioned to the o o f section. 

In Ibe E and F legions the loo compotilion It nmcb simpler dun to die O region Ine 
dominating iont of ibe E region are O,* and NO* and to tbe appet putt of tnit layer abo 
O' becomes significant. In the F region O' it toe cbJef ton above 170 km ahirode. Above 
600 km ifae relative density of tbe lighter neutral gatet it a great deal higher than in the 
lower regions, and light iont (hydrogen and helium) become important. 
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Figure 2.12. Negative ion densities obtained during disturbed conditions at night (from 
Krankowsky et a]., 1972). 
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Tb» mcaanfca» «or km of loatntioa wkka an of isaportsaa to «M D ratio* hacMt 

a) loo - k» watnlizaiioo: 

XT + T — X • Y (23) 

b) Electron - ioo recambmtrjon: 

Dissociative: XY* • e — X* • V* <Z4) 

Tute body: X' + e + M - X + M (15) 

Tbe symbols X, Y and M may denote eitber an atom or a molecule The asterisks indicate 

mat the atom or molecule may be left in exiled nates, 

Tbe ion - ion neutralization process (23) fat quite important because of the high density 

of negative ions in tbe D region, and thus indirectly, via Ibe three body reaction (Z2) is one 

of the major sinks of free electrons in the lower ionosphere. At higher altitudes this process 

becomes insignificant because of low negative ion densities. 

The dissociative recombination (2.4) is the principal loss mechanism in the E layer and 

of great influence in the D layer. Since a large proportion of tbe ions in the D region is 

molecular, dissociative recombination does not need any preceding reactions involving the 

formation of molecular ions; 

X* + YZ — XY* + Z (2.6) 

as is the case in the E and F regions. 

The three body reaction (2.5) requires high neutral particle densities if the process is to 

be of importance. This requirement is only fulfilled in the lower part of the D region, thus 

making this reaction insignificant at higher altitudes. 

The electron continuity equation. 

Consider a volume element which is fixed in space and through which elements of 

partially ionized gas travels with average velocity T. Let N denote the instantaneous 

electron density or (positive or negative) ion density in the volume. Assume that ionization 

may be produced and destroyed within the volume. The equation of continuity of N can 

then be written as (see e.g. Risbetb and Garriott, 1969): 

dN/dt = Q - L - V(Nv) (2.7) 

where Q denotes gain by production, L loss by destruction and V(Nv) change in density 

due to transport. In the ionosphere below 200 Ion transport processes are of little 
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Importance And At ooMiwivy fTwttffwi **° to* txpvtMMl 

dNAJ» - 0 - L (28) 

The *»»»<—tt-g lew* processes b e fee positive tons KC lea - too smml ia tkw (eqeauoo 
2 3 ) with • tile coeffideot a , aad electron - kw wcowMmrtno (equckw 2 4 ) with a 
recocnbbutioo coefficient a,. Usjof die symbols N r N" tud N" to lepraen ibe electron 
density, positive ion densJiy «ad MgifJve ion density, respectively, we can write the 
ccnlinohy equation for die positive kute as: 

dN7dt • Q - a J O l , - a^TN" (29) 

The electrical neutrality of the ionosphere requires that 

N* » N, + N- - (I+X)-N, (2 10) 

in which X « N7N, is the negative ion/electron density ratio. Substituting (2.10) into (2.9) 
we obtain the continuity equation for the electrons: 

drVdi = Q/(l+X) - (a , - X-apN,' (211) 

Equilibrium is reached «hen the production and loss processes balance, i.e. when 
dHJdx = 0, and the continuity equation takes the simple form 

Ne = vtS5; f l (2.12 a) 

where the effective electron loss coefficient a e D is defined by: 

a t D = (HXKa.+Xa,) (2.13) 

The terms in equation 2.12 are all functions of the altitude h. The effective electron loss (or 
recombination) coefficient a,,, is a function of X, a, and a,, which are known to vary with 
the altitude in the D region. Furthermore, a t 0 may be a function of other parameters that 
can influence on X, a, and aj, such as the noutral gas composition, temperature, ion pair 
production rate etc. In later sections of this study we will concentrate on the altitude 
dependence of a^g, and consequently write the continuity equation on the form: 

N e(h) = Vqr l iyo^) (2.12 b) 

Altitude profiles of a,B have previously been determined by various methods and for 
different geophysical conditions. The recombination profiles reported in the literature show 
large discrepancies; at 60 km altitude atB ranges between 10"' and 10~* em's"1 and at 90 km 
the majority of the reported values lies between 10"' and 10"* em's"1 (Gledhill, 1986). Some 
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CHAPTER3 
v 

DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE RECOMBINATION 
COEFFICIENT BY VARIOUS METHODS. 

Tbe experimental value» of die effective recomMoatk» coefficient a , , at a jfve.1 

altitude may sometimes cover three decade» or more, a» meoilooed la tbe previoos chapter 

In many caws can this discordance presumably be explained by varying conditions in the 

ionospucre, •/* chemical composition and lb* temperature may for instance chance from 

time to time Another main source of ("iscrepancy are uncertainties in tbe calculations of the 

production term o/h) in the steady state continuity equation N, • Vo/c^g. Tbe electron 

density N,(h) can be detennined with a reasonable accuracy by a number of techniques and 

is seldom the major source of error. The lack of coherence in the altitude profiles of a,„ 

arises undoubtedly in part from the different techniques used to obtain the parameters from 

which a,„ is calculated. 

In this chapter examples on some of the expcrWuial methods prtt.ously used to 

determine a t 0 (b) are briefly treated. The results from some of these experiments wil] be 

discussed in chapter 9. 

Mombriand and Belrose (1979) made a study of the steady state loss coefficient 

"tø " <j""t1 dating quiet periods, for solar zenith angles less than 68*. The electron density 

profiles were obtained by means of a partial reflection experiment (PRE) at Ottawa. Canada 

(L = 3.7), and the ion pair production was assumed to originate from solar electromagnetic 

radiation, cosmic rays and precipitating energetic electrons. The ionizat'on due to the 

precipik'ing electrons was calculated on the basis of satellite measurements of electron 

fluxes and was supposed to make an invariant contribution to q(h). The contribution due to 

cosmic rays was based on the results from earlier balloon experiments. The production from 

solar radiation was partially based on satellite measurements of X-ray fluxes in the 

wavelength range 0.05 - 0.8 nm. The rest of the solar radiation spectrum was estimated, 

using results found in the literature as input. The Ly-a line was the largest source of 

ionization during daytime. As mentioned in chapter 2, the Ly-a ionizes NO, but there is a 

pronounced scatter in the NO density profiles presented in the literature (see e.g. figures 2.4 

and 2.5) and this uncertainty may produce marked errors in the a [ B profiles. This is one 

example of an uncertainty in the concentration of a minor constituent of the atmosphere, 

that greatly influences the "quality" of a model of tbe ionosphere. In addition, imperfect 

knowledge of the solar UV fluxes is another source of error in experiments based on the 

method described above. 

A method that at first glance might seem to be attractive is to measure the rate of 
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two groap» wwt fa general i m M m B r a faoagb fa* tolar «cåptt atfaod kfapriadpfa 
relatively simple, fatte are drawbacks faat taduc* fat «afat of M I iwr t i H M f i n of 
JojrizMj . adtotjo» it aa< procnrtiotal to fat Mobttaaad part of fat tolar dfac bteaate a pan 
of fat radiatioa comes from fac tolar coma» rnaanpjiarly. fat tarapllta faal fat toa pair 
production drop» to zero at ucti etltpte it to fad aot valid. 

Eoergcrjc parucjcs, prccjpuaupf v MS aMjnwMiv, Man M Hnpanaai luwiaiauop to 
the too prodoctioa at higher btjrsde» and can be fae * « — t » ' r i i fortrzfeg ago* daring 
amoral events and polar cap absorption (PCA) event* There obt t a ttunbet of rnctbodt to 
evaluate the loa coefficient o ^ ander ach coadirJoos. A trrhnlque frequently atcd k to 
launch rocket» equipped with detectors for measurements of the panicle flaxes, and 
simultaneously meaturing the eiecttoo density ptoflle N^b) by radio wave experiments 
(Faraday roUUon or differential absorption technique»). Theoretical model» are «ted to 
calculate die ion pair production rate q a» a function of altitude, with the measured 
energetic particle fluxes a» input data. A detailed description of ibis approach is given by 
Folkestad (1970) for auroral events and by Larsen el al (1972) for PCA events. 

Reagan and Watt (1976) studied the effective lost coefficient during tome bilense PCA 
events. The particle fluxes (of electron», protons and alpha particles) were measured by 
panicle spectrometers on board a polar orbiting satellite at an altitude of 800 km. The 
electron density profiles were measured down to attitudes as low as SO km by the 
incoherent scatter radar at Chatanika. Simultaneous radar «ad satellite data were obtained 
when the radar was in the polar cap region (i.e. well within the polar plateau of the panicle 
fluxes), and when the satellite crossed the invariant latitude of Chatanika at 800 km 
altitude. The longitudinal separation between the radar and the satellite was not assumed to 
be a very serious source of error, but for the five cases studied most extensively the 
separation was * 19*. The ion pair production was computed from the particle fluxes 
measured oo the satellite, in addition to ionization due lo solar X-rays and UV radiation 
(X-rays measured by satellites, UV ionization adopted from Thane (1972)). At the most 
intense periods during the solar panicle events the contribution due to X-rays and UV 
radiation was insignificant. 28 sets of coordinated measurements betwen the radar and the 
satellite were obtained, offering the opportunity lo study the behaviiw of a^, over a range 
of solar uiumination conditions. 

Hargreaves et al. (1987) studied a weaker PCA event by similar methods, except that 
the ionization rates were computed from the proton fluxes measured on board a 
geosynchronous satellite. Electron densities in the D region were measured with the 
EISCAT radar. The results were in good agreement with those of Reagan and Watt. 

The derivation of a,a during auroral events is more difficult than during the PCA 
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Baron (1974) used tbe time history of ibe electron density at a fixed abhude. meanutd 
with ihe Chaianica radar, to obtain estimates of a l ( r If we assume mat tbc km pair 
production rate is zero every lime Ibe electron density decreases, toe recombination rate can 
be computed from the equation 

J_ 
At Nfi • Af) rV,(l) 

1 » • <3.) 

where: 
N,(t) = electron density at lime I 
N.O+Ai) = electron density al time 1+At 
At = time step between successive intervals. 

If Ihe production rate is not zero tbe computed values of a^, will be too small, and this 
method will in general give a broad distribution of recombination rates at a fixed altitude. 

A method that in principle should give a reliable profile of a^, during auroral events is 
to measure the electron density by an incoherent scatter radar, and tbe flux of precipitating 
electrons by a magnetically conjugate satellite. Tbe method requires very close conjugation 
of the radar and the satellite, and this criterion is by no means easily fulfilled. Tbe 
conjugate point of a magnetic field line threading a geosynchronous satellite may vary 
significantly from the position predicted by geomagnetic field models, especially during 
disturbed periods. The geomagnetic conjugate points of satellites in low polar orbits are 
easier to calculate, but the radar - satellite conjugation intervals are of very short duration 
because of the high velocities of these satellites. Thus, it is practically impossible to 
monitor the electron density in the ionosphere and al the same time measure directly the 
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CHAPTER 4 
Jl 

THE GENERATION AND PENETRATION OF X-RAYS IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE 

Whenever an electric charged panicle it accelerated, rtmtrtl efectroraagnctic theory 
predicu thai eJectromagnetic radiation win be cattied. If the charged particle, instead of 
being accelerated, h decelerated (bit ttalement it «Ol valid, according to roe classical 
theory, and energy it radiated as a result of «be decrease in the velocity of the particle. This 
is what happens, for example, when a fast electron hits a target A part of its kinetic energy 
goes off as radiation called brttatttraabug. Fw our purposes the atmosphere will be 
considered as the target, and in order to describe quantitatively the relation between 
energetic electrons precipitating in the atmosphere and the bremsstrahlung X-ray fluxes at 
balloon altitudes two mechanisms must be taken into account: 

1) The generation of bremsstrahlung at high altitudes in the atmosphere. 
2) The penetration of the X-rays through Ibe atmosphere, from the generation area 

around 90 km altitude down to floating altitudes of research balloons at about 40 Ion. 

4.1 The generation of bremsstrahlung. 

As slated above the classical theory of electrodynamics predicts that electromagnetic 
radiation is always emitted when an electron is deflected by an atomic nucleus. However, 
this is not strictly correct and the true nature of the electron - nucleus interaction must be 
deduced from quantum mechanical theory. According to the classical electromagnetic 
theory a relatively small amount of energy is radiated each time an electron is deflected 
from its straight path. In contrast, in the quantum mechanical model there is a very small, 
but finite, probability that a photon will be emitted in a electron - nucleus collision. In the 
few collisions in which a photon is emitted a relatively large amount of energy is radiated, 
sometimes close to the kinetic energy of the electron. Surprisingly, the average energy 
radiated per collision appears to be almost equal in the two models, but the spectral 
distributions are of course very different. All experimental results are in agreement with the 
quantum mechanical model (Evans, 1955). Because of their great mass fast protons are only 
negligibly deflected as compared with electrons. For this reason we need not to consider 
bremsstrahlung due to precipitating protons. A detailed treatment of the generation of 
bremsstrahlung in the atmosphere is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the most important 
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where (dtydsj^. it Ibe energy lots pet «lit pub kngtb, doe to hmrrltoo The m i ig i 

energy I radiated by an electron of initial energy E^ wbea b it Hopped to • duck absorber 

is 

f (dEJdsij 

For electrons of moderate energy Ibe ionization loss will predominate the loss due lo 

radiation and equation 4.2 can be reduced to 

In order to obtain information about the spectral distribution of the brsmsstrahlung, ibe 

radiation loss term (dE^ds),^ bas been evaluated theoretically and semi-empirical values of 

the ionization term (dEj/ds)^ nave been determined. The radiative term can be written as 

(dE^ds)^ = N.(E l +m«c 1 )a^ (4.4) 

where N, is the number density of atoms in the absorber and o^, is the total 
bremsstrahlung cross section, which in the nonrelativistic case is given by 

0 n d = 2 5 T "n77j Z' [on 1 l^t nucleus) (4.5) 
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frequency v. The bramstnhhmg energy emlned in «be enefgy nage (fc^E,**!!,) can the be 

tjtpfcmd tt 

dT - k ,Z(E, - EJ dE^b* (4.7) 

where E, is the kinetic energy of the incident electron and h b Planck"* c o n s u l (b • 

6.63 10"** J-s). The results from experiments are in good agreement with equation 4.7. 

The number of photons emitted in the energy range ( E ^ - K I E , ) by a tingle electron of 

kinetic energy E, is thus given by 

dN/dE, = E,-' dl/dE, = ^•h'-fEo-E.VE, 

= kyZ-fly-EJ/E, (4.8) 

where k, - 1.4 * 0.4-10"' keV'1 (Brown, 1966). The effective atomic number of air is 

approximately 7-2. According to equation 4.8, 25,000 monoencrgetic electrons of energy E, 

= 100 keV are needed on ihe average to generate one photon with energy E, between 20 

and 21 keV, while 100,000 electrons are required to emit one photon in the energy range 

SO to 51 keV, and only one out of 1000. • ms emits a photon with energy between 

90 and 91 keV. 

In order to find the total bremsslrahlu L,y I, in keV, emitted on the average per 

incident electron, integration of equation 4.7 gives 

I = kyZ-rV (4.9) 

where k, - 0.7 10" keV"\ An electron with initial kinetic energy 100 keV looses on the 
average only 0.05 keV by emitting radiation, the rest of the energy is mainly lost by 
ionization of the atmospheric constituents. 
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4.2 The penetration o f X - n y s into Ibe atmotpbete. 

X-ray photon* loow «aergy or are absorbed to Buncr by oae of etc É m —rhinlimi 

1) Photoelectric absorption. 
2 ) Cbuiptoo scsffcuing-
3) Pair production of electrons and positrona. 

Process (3) is only potsible at very high photon energies (above 1.02 M e V ) and is of no 
importance in the following discission, as only an insignificant part of die prtdpitaang 
electrons has energy exceeding 1 MeV. The photoelectric absorption drops off rapidly as 
the photon energy increases; the photoelectric absorption coefficient p , decreases 
approximately as E , ' u in air. For photons of energy 20 keV, p^ • 0 5 e n r V 1 and 
bremsstrahlung photons with energies lower than 20 keV are almost completely absorbed 
before they reach down to balloon altitudes. The Compton scattering coefficient u, does not 
show dramatic variations in the energy range of auroral X-rays. At 20 keV u, » 0.175 
em'g'' « id at 150 keV (JL, • 0.105 cnrY ' (Brown, 1966). Thus, at energies above 30 keV 
the photon energy loss is mainly due to Complon scattering. 

In the earliest years of auroral X-ray measurements, several attempts were made to 
"extrapolate" measured X- ray spectra to the top of the atmosphere, i.e. to the production 
region (see e.g. Brown, 1966 and references therein). Anderson and Enemark (1960) 
assumed that the X-ray spectra at atmospheric depths between 3 and 8 g cm' 1 w e » mainly 
distorted by photoelectric absorption and that Compter scattering would not change the 
shape of the spectra appreciably. Barcus and Rosenberg (1966) took into account the 
photoelectric absorption, and considered the Compton scattering as a pure absorption 
process, neglecting the contribution from Compton degraded photons. The conclusions of 
Anderson & Enemark and Barcus & Rosenberg were that the X - ray energy spectrum would 
flatten on penetrating the atmosphere, i.e. that the spectrum at balloon altitudes is harder 
than the spectrum at the top of the atmosphere. 

Pilkington and Anger (1971) examined the penetration of X-rays into the atmosphere 
by means of a Monte Carlo calculation. They assumed that an exponential source spectrum 
of X-rays was injected at an altitude of 90 km. They followed the penetration of these X -
rays into the atmosphere, taking into account photoelectric absorption as well as multiple 
Compton and coherent scattering, the last process resulting in scattering without energy 
degradation. In contrast to the conclusions of Anderson & Enemark and Barcus & 
Rosenberg, Pilkington and Anger found that the exponential type X- ray spectra steepen on 
penetrating the atmosphere, i.e. the spectrum at balloon altitudes is softer than the 
production spectrum. The explanation of these different results is, that in the earlier studies, 
the accumulation of Compton scattered photons at the low energy end of the spectrum (at 
balloon altitudes) was neglected. According to the calculations of Pilkington and Anger the 
ratio of scattered to direct X - ray fluxes in the energy range 50 to 150 keV varies from a 
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a e m of 5 at M M U H I I H K dtp* of S g eta**, a» • (adar of TO « 20 g es»" for fee aptctw 
sngtHhiA n a apactn ssaaaared by a* oaaaMbactioaal drtettoi ««an feoad to be akaoK 
IBOIBCBOSSI of AW t o m t gtoaatary. CbttaaMtfl o t i tcW m aeon WMtlvt to At antra 
size, pretenttag a distorted tpectr*s> «ken fee source* t n larger few * t drtector field of 
view, aod when fee l o t m t tie OMsidt fet settcs field of view of tat detector* The 
relationship between fee prlsnary dectroe flu tad eat tmtaeetoaafaaug Onus was not 
considered by Nttington tad Anger. 

Berger end S e t e t (1971) rifcilettrt the brenantrahraog enined by eacrgetk electro»», 
precipitating apatialty uniformly ta fee atmosphere, tod conpnted fee sraeetmi of fth 
bremsstrahlung down to atmospheilc depths of 3 - 10 g cm"'. Tbe tranapon of electrons 
and photons was calculated according to a Monte Carlo model which combined the 
calculation of multiple elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons, fee production of 
bremsstrahlung in Coulomb interactions, and tbe multiple Comptoo scattering and 
photoelectric absorption of the bcemsstrahlung photons. Tbe parameters needed to describe 
the various interactions between electrons and the atmospheric constituents, and between the 
bremsstrahlung photons and the atmosphere, were adopted from tbe works of several 
authors, reported in tbe literature. The calculations were carried out without serious 
simplifications or approximations. The results of the model consisted of normalized 
bremsstrahlung spectra, for incident monoenergetic electrons with energies Eg • 20. 50, 100, 
200, 500, 1000 and 2000 keV, and for three atmospheric depth intervals. Later, Seltzer et 
al. (1973) presented additional results for 13 atmospheric depths, between 3 and 15 g cm"', 
including only the flux of photons moving downwards. The set of results, given for incident 
monoenergetic electron beams, can be used to compute expected bremsstrahlung spectra at 
the most common balloon altitudes, due to precipitating electrons with any energy spectrum 
of interest. In the next chapter a method for generating bremsstrahlung spectra, based on the 
results of Seltzer et al. will be described in more details. 
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CHAPTER5 

BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT BALLOON ALTITUDES 

ID tail section • computer cade which calculate» ft* bremaatrahhtog flues H balloon 
attitude* t> described The code kt baaed on the recall* ol Berger and Seltzer (1971) and 
Seltzer el a). (1973), for spatially eoironn precipitation of ekctront with angular 
distribution isotropic over the downward hemisphere. The intensities of electron beans in 
the energy range 30 - 1000 ktV are treed as input parameters, the output is given as the X-
tay intensities in five energy bins, covering the energy range 25 - 200 keV. The output 
energy bins correspond to the energy channels of the X-ray spectrometers Down on the 
CEBO balloons. 

The bremsstrahlung spectrum of downward directed photons it represented by the 
quantity 4'(kAT„) (* for downward). The dimension of this quantity is cm'VkeV' and it 
can be interpreted as the number of photons per unit spectral energy around X-ray energy k 
(in keV), that per unit time cross a small spherical probe at atmospheric depth z (in g cm"1), 
when monoenergetic electrons of energy T, are precipitating uniformly over a wide area in 
the atmosphere. Seltzer et al. tabulated the values of tf(kj^T$fc i.e. the bremsstrahlung 
spectra normalized to unit incident electron current. The dimension of V(k£,T,yj0 is keV*'. 
The X-ray spectra are tabulated for the electron energies T, = 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 
and 2000 keV, and for X-ray spectral energies k = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 150. 200, 
300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000 and 1500 keV (with k < T0) and for 13 atmospheric depths z 
from 3 to 15 g cm"1, spaced 1 g cm"3 apart. An example of the tabulated bremsstrahlung 
spectra is given in tat!e 5.1, for atmospheric depth 4 g cm'1. Berger and Seltzer found it 
possible to interpolate accurately in the tables to obtain bremsstrahlung spectra for any 
intermediate electron energy between 30 and 2000 keV. Thus, the downward directed 
bremsstrahlung flux spectrum t 'Ou) produced by electrons with energy spectrum S(T„) can 
be synthesized from the tabulated data base, simply by evaluating the integral 

4.*(k,z) =/SCW(k,z,T 0 ) dT0 (5.1) 

Figure 5.1 shows examples of calculated normalized bremsstrahlung flux spectra produced 
by electrons with exponential spectra. 

We will now describe a computer program in which the results of Seltzer et al. are used 
to calculate the estimated X-ray fluxes at the floating altitudes of the CEBO balloons, when 
electrons with a trial energy spectrum S(T0) are precipitating in the atmosphere. In order to 
make our program more practical in use, discrete electron energies T, were used instead of 
the continuous spectrum S(T0). In the final version of the program, 37 electron energies 
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TABLE &2 

•fk^.T^iJ, keV, for atmospheric depth t • 4.0 g cm''. Electron cattgks T, and 
photon energies k are n keV. From Seltzer et aL, 1973. 

T, 
k 

«2000 1000 500 200 100 SO 30 

20 6*10-* 3.110* 13-10* 4.0-10* 1J10* 4-5-10* 77-10* 
30 4 J 1 0 * 1.910* 7.410* 1.910* « 1 0 * 1.210* 
40 7.510* 2.9-10* 1.110* Z6-10* 7.0-10* 6.0-1O' 
50 7.410* 2Æ10* fte-io* 2.0-10* 4 * 1 0 * 
60 63' 10* 14-10* 7 * 1 0 * 1.4-10"' 2.710* 
80 4.610-' 1.610* 4.9-10' 7.6-10* 6 J 1 0 ' 

100 3.410* 1.110* 3.210 5 4.0-10* 
150 1.810* 5.7-10-» 1.410* 8.B-10-' 
200 1.1-10* 3310-» 6.610* 
300 5.6-10-* 1.410-' 1.9-10* 
400 3.4-10* 6.610* 4.610-' 
500 2.2 IO"' 3.210* 
600 1.510* 1.710* 
800 7.810* 4.110-' 

1000 4.210* 

between 30 and 1000 keV were used. The successive electron energy steps T, were spaced 
5 keV apart in the low energy end of the spectrum with the spacing between the energy 
steps increasing to 50 - 100 keV in the high energy end. A criterion always fulfilled for the 
spacing between the energy steps is that T,,, a 1.2 T,. The effect of concentrating the 
electron spectrum into monoenergetic beams does not affect the resultant bremsstrahlung 
spectrum notably, as the X-ray spectrum produced by a monoenergetic electron beam of 
energy T„ is smeared over the whole energy range 0 < k < Tt. The validity of this 
statement is examined in appendix A. 

In the following discussion we write the tabulated, normalized spectral values of Seltzer 
el al., at a given atmospheric depth z, on the more compact form 

•'(kjAT-p = ^ 

where the index i refers to one of the X-ray energies k = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 150 
or 200 keV, and the index j refers to one of the electron energies T = 30, 50, 100, 200. 500 
or 1000 keV. The normalized X-ray flux at energy kj, due to an electron of energy T„, such 
that Tj < T, < T j t l , may be obtained by interpolating between 4>y and $y t , , according to 
the expression1 

1 We have compared the results obtained by equations 5.2 and 5.3 with by the results obtained by 
cubic spline interpolation. Equation 5.2 gives slightly higher values than cubic spline interpolation. 
A minute difference between values calculated according to equation 5.3 and the cubic splines was 
found for 25 keV photon.'; and no difference for photons with energies exceeding 30 keV. 
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Figure 5.1. Differential bremsstrahlung flux spectra at an atmospheric depth of 
4.0 g cm"2, due lo electrons with exponential energy spectra, a b> iiit c-folding energy 
(from Seltzer et al., 1973). 

*^-**+ffi l :5!i , -<* T -- i « i i> (5.2) 

Additional values for an intermediate X-ray energy k,,,, with k, < It,, < k,.i, are given by 

- « w . - ^ + ' ^ r y •<*i-»*> (5.3) 

In this way a new, more suitable table of normalized spectral values can be constructed by 
simple operations. However, the new table obtained merely by interpolation is not quite 
satisfactory because the high energy end of the spectrum is missing for some of the electron 
energies. For example, electrons with energy 180 keV may generate some photons which at 
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balloon altitude* kave energy 100 keV (cf. tactic* 4.1X, bat the apactnl vahre 
•flOO keV. z. 180 keV>J, C M DOC be tend by aawpolattng ate tabalatad varscs of S e t e » 
el a). This drawback win redact Ike value of oar corapaler code rf DO aoempts ate made to 
infer die *mjsstag values* in tome way. lotpectioo of das X-ray apecnal value» 
VykATVVJ, at t - 4.0 g an'* for ekctroa eoergiei T, * 100 fceV snows coat far k - 0 5 T, 
the norma Hrrd bntmttraMang l l n k almost a constant for aO T„ or 

tfflST**.0 g an-Yrj/J, - 4-lff* k e V . 

At k - 0.8 T, ibe flux values fall within the range 4.1 Iff' to 6 J 10"' k e V . Similar rules 
appear to be valid at other atmospheric depths, but with different numerical values of •/. 
Assuming that these rules are also valid for other electron energies in the range 100 to 1000 
keV, a fairly complete table of normalized X-ray fluxes may be obtained. The new table, 
used in later parts of this study, contains flux values for 37 electron energies T, in the 
energy range 30 to 1000 keV, and 12 X-ray energies k., with k . • 25, 30. 40. SO. 60. 75. 
85, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 keV. 

When the new table has been completed, the intensities of the incident electron beams 
'D0~B) o f a n assumed electron spectrum are introduced into the code. The X-ray spectrum 
due to the n-th beam, with intensity l.fTJ, is evaluated and the resulting X-ray count rate 
R(m.m+l,n) in the (X-ray) energy range (k^Jc^.,) due lo the n-lh electron beam is almost 
equal to: 

R(m.m+1 JI) = v ^ ^ r + w T (k. . i - k-)I.(T.) (5.4) 

when the spacing between the X-ray energy steps k, and k„., is not too large. In the final 
version of the code the spacing was such that k„, t l < 1.34 k,.. The total X-ray count rate 
R'(m,m+1) in the energy range (km-kn^) is given by 

37 

R'(m,m+1) = 2 R(m,m+l,n) (5.5) 
n-i 

and the final count rates in the energy bins corresponding to the energy channels ul the X -
ray spectrometers are: 

3 
2 5 - 5 0 keV: Rl = 2 R'(m,m+1) (5.6a) 

m-i 

5 
50 - 75 keV: R2 = 2 R'(m,m+1) (5.6b) 

m-4 
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75 - 100 toV: W - I Rf>U»«l) <J*e) 

t 
100 - 130 kcV: R4 - I RH.mjn+1) <5 W) 

il 
150-200keV: R5 - £ RY.nun+1) (5.6c) 

nvio 

The calculated X-ray InUatttles RI lo R5 soay thea be compared with the 
cxperlmenui count rates ia Ibc respective energy channels, and Uw computation 
process repeated with other energy spectra I/TJ until satirfactory agree ment with the 
experimental data Is achieved. 

Seltzer et al. calculated also the integral bremsstrahlung flux spectra 

I-Gcz) = / / S(T0) «'(Icz-To) dT„ dk (5.7) 
k k 

at 13 atmospheric depths, due lo spectra of incident electrons with exponential distribution 
on the form 

SfTo) = E-'expC-T^) (5.8) 

where Eg is the e-folding energy. The integral bremsstrahlung flux was evaluated for 
several e-folding energies in the range 5 - 200 keV. The integral spectra divided by the 
incident electron current j ; rYji.z)/], for an atmospheric depth of 4.0 g cm'1 are shown in 
figure S.2. The integral spectra shown by Seltzer et al. can be used to examine the 
reliability of our computer code, i.e. wether the relatively few values of ^(k.z.T,,) reported 
by Seltzer el al. are sufficient lo reproduce their results for exponential electron spectra. The 
"quality control" of our code was performed in the following way: 

When an electron spectrum consisting of discrete electron beams with intensities F(TJ 
is used instead of the continuous spectrum S(T), the number of electrons in the energy 
range [ C ^ + T ^ , (T,+T„i)/2l of the continuous spectrum is actually compressed into a 
single beam of energy TD in the discrete spectrum. When the continuous spectrum is of the 
exponential form (eq. 5.8), the intensity F(T,) of the monoenergetic beam, corresponding to 
the energy interval [(T0.,+T11)/2 , (T0+Toi ])/2] of the continuous spectnim, is 
approximately given by 
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50 100 150 200 250 300 
k. keV 

Figure 5.2. Integral bremsstrahlung flux spectra al an atmospheric depth of 4.0 g cm"1 

due to electron beams with exponential energy spectra, a is the e-folding energy 
(from Seltzer et al., 1973). 

F(r„) a ^ ) , ( i ^ T+T 
n m* 

T ,+T 

^ • • 1 ^ i i - l 

2En 

exp (I» 
[Eo 2E„ 

(5.9) 

Equation 5.9 was used to generate seven discrete electron spectra, corresponding to 
continuous exponential spectra with e-folding energies 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100 keV. 
Tbe seven spectra were used as an input for our code and the output compared with the 
integral flux spectra of Seltzer et al. Table 52 shows the resulting count rates at 
atmospheric depth 4.0 g cm"2, in a spherical probe with area 1 cm3, when the equivalent 
continuous electro:, spectra are given by 

S(T„) = lO'-expf-IVEo)-

The computed count rates (column C) are never completely matching the values derived 
from the integral flux spectra of Seltzer et al. (hereafter called S-values) in column A. The 
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TABLEU 

X-njr tMMtn» (to «rat» c1 W ) M t • 4,01 €»'•. EM lo «bene* «pocn 
cquiråfesl lo 

S(TJ > lO^apt-T^EJ 

Cohao A: CMM me» «ccotdtaj lo Sclav a «1 
Gota» C OJortWin' coo» MM*. 
Cohan» B CikalMcd con* me* in KKCM of coral me* b cohno A. 

i 20 IKY 

En«fy A B C D E 
bin, keV Count « of Ctkubicd * of * of A 

nils n m coral rale Mm 
25-50 600. 75.7 47a 77.0 78.4 
50-75 170. 214 12a 19.7 70.6 
75-100 19. 24 17.6 2.9 92.8 
100-150 3.9 05 17 0.4 682 
150-200 0.1 01 100.0 

Sum 790. 610. 77.0 

7) F„ > VI kf V 

Energy A B C D E 

25-50 2000. 66.7 1630. 67.8 81.6 
50-75 770. 25.7 590. 24.S 76.6 
75-100 170. 5.7 138. 5.7 81.2 
100-150 55. 1.8 44. 1.8 79.4 
150-200 4.5 0.15 4.8 0.20 107.7 

Sum 3000. 2400. 80.3 

3) F c = 40 keY 

Energy A B C D E 

25-50 4000. 61.6 3410. 61.3 85.2 
50-75 1700. 26.2 1400. 26.7 873 
75-100 570. 8.8 440. 8.0 77.6 
100-150 200. 3.1 195. 3.5 97.3 
150-200 29. 0.45 32.5 0.58 111.9 

Sum 6500. 5660. 85.6 

continuation on next page 
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TABLE 13 MMiMtd. 

ft) E, • 30 kcY 

Eoagy A B C 0 E 

25-50 
S0-7S 
75-100 
100-150 
150-200 

6700. 
3300. 
1300. 
600. 
100. 

554 
Z7J 
104 
3.0 
043 

5640. 
2770. 
96a 
sia 
I0&S 

56-5 
274 
94 
5.1 
1.09 

841 
MX) 
737 
844 
108.5 

Stun 12000. 9980. 832 

ii ED I (£> keY 

Entigy A B c D E 

25-50 
50-75 
75-100 
100-150 
150-200 

8000. 
5400. 
2200. 
1100. 
?30. 

47 3 
273 
13.0 
6.5 
1.36 

8290. 
4450. 
1690. 
1010. 
253. 

524 
274 
104 
6J 
1.61 

103 7 
82.3 
7.V9 
921 
1102 

Sum 16900. 15700. 92 7 

fit FT = 80 keV 

Energy A B C D E 

25-50 
50-75 
75-100 
100-15C 
150-200 

14000. 
10500. 

4500. 
2700. 
870. 

43.0 
32.2 
13.8 
8.3 
2.67 

14500. 
8760. 
3770. 
2650. 
816. 

47.5 
28.7 
12.4 
8.7 
2.68 

103.5 
83.4 
83.8 
982 
93.8 

Sum 32600. 30500. 93.6 

7} E, = 100 keV 

Energy A B C D E 

25-50 
50-75 
75-100 
100-150 
150-200 

22000. 
16000. 

6500. 
5500. 
1700. 

42.6 
30.9 
12.6 
10.6 
3.3 

21700. 
14200. 

6590. 
5120. 
1775. 

44.0 
28.8 
13.3 
10.4 
3.6 

98.8 
88.9 
101.4 
93.0 
104.4 

Sum 51700. 49500. 95.7 
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ttkntmé am* m » ia * t « M M tatrgy bia» nate from TO a» 112 *> of tbe 
concspoodiog S-vaban, ikt —Jnrtty of oa» cakaaaud valan b wabai n t iaaøval 10 ID 
100 * of tbe S-vakM* The Wal filmland coaat nat ol X-ny* bt ne tangy n a p 25 -
200 keV it between 7? and 96 * of to Ual coaat n u of S t k » « at la Ikt Mtwtag 
aaarysta • » «10 adjati «ar « I n H i d tsMiaa aatctra aacb Ikat Hat atttl ralrannd X -
n y kMtatHtoi la Ikt tamar n a p 24 - 2*0 b*V anaaat w M - M * tdi i ianag aa 
ikt aVapt af ikt f l a m e d aatctnaai) «f ikt M a l ntatartd X-iay flan* wkkk « t at* 
tryfaaj w bnttatt. 

Tbt btn gtatnl anacnaat batwaca na valact io cohmas A aad C • foaad tot rants 
bard electron spectra, win e-foldiag uergfes between 60 and 100 keV. l a t (ttfiipanrlri 
berwcea oer retails and tbe tesak* of Seltzer et at nay arise fron several reasons: 

1) Tbe ose of discrete electron spectra ia nu approach (see appendix AX 

2) Tbe width of tbe X-ray energy steps b our program varies from S IseV for Ike lowest 
X-ray energies to 25 keV for X-ray energies above 100 keV. 

3) We have no information on tbe X-ray spectra tfOtXTJ for X-ray energies k > 0A Tm 

resulting in too low X-ray count rates due to electrons with energy T„ < 240 keV. 
4) Seltzer et al. smoothed their results in tbe variables It, z and T,. 

It should be mentioned that the X-ray fluxes calculated with our code are only in a small 
degree affected by the roughness of the incident electron spectrum Tbe results of our 
calculations indicate that the gross feature of the electron spectrum almost exclusively 
controls the proportional count rate in each energy channel of the X-ray spectrometer. 

Seltzer et al. estimated the uncertainty of their tabulated bremsstrahlung flux values 
V(kATo) to be 5 - 10 % in the peak region of tbe spectrum, and 30 - 40 % where the 
flux is about 1 % of its peak value. Consequently, some difference between tbe measured 
and the computed X-ray intensities must always be expected, even though the electron 
spectrum was known with a high degree of accuracy. When used with care, the code 
described in this chapter can serve as a useful facility to find the approximate spectra of the 
precipitating electrons. 



CHAPTER 6 

« 

IONIZATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE BY ENERGETIC 
ELECTRONS 

Hie ion pair production term q(b) in the Heady Hale electron continuity equation 
N,(h) » Vtøila^Ctt) b in general difficult to calculate because of the many differert 
ionizing mechanism «cling on tbe lower fcmoaphcre. Precipitating electrons are frequently 
dominating other ionizing agents by tar, resulting in relatively simple expressions for the 
ion pair production term. Some of tbe methods developed to calculate the <on pair 
production due to electrons precipitating into the atmosphere will be treated briefly in 
section 6.1. In section 6.2 tbe ion pair production model used in tbe analysis of the CEBO 
data is described in more details. 

6.1 Some models for the energy deposition of electrons in the 
atmosphere. 

One of the most frequently used methods of calculating ionization by precipitating 

electrons is the semi-empirical model of Rees (1963), based on theoretical calculations and 

the experiments of GrOn (1957) on the energy dissipation of monoenergetic electrons in air. 

The essence of the model is represented by a simple analytical expression which, combined 

with a model of the neutral atmosphere, gives the ionization rate as a function of altitude. 

The method, which is quite convenient in use, is described in more details in section 6.2. 

Berger et al. (1970) used the Monte Carlo method to calculate tbe energy deposition of 

electrons as a function of altitude in the atmosphere. Electrons incident on the top of the 

atmosphere (at 300 km altitude in the model) were considered and the penetration of the 

electrons in the atmosphere calculated. The calculations took into account the multiple 

scattering and slowing down of tbe electrons due to Coulomb interactions with atomic 

nuclei and orbital electrons of the atmospheric constituents. Tbe deflection of the electrons 

by the geomagnetic field was also considered. The accuracy of the model was tested by 

comparison with the experimental results of Griin (1957). The penetration function was in 

good agreement with the experimental values. 

Another approach to the interaction of aurora) electrons with the atmosphere is to treat 

the electron penetration into air as diffusion. The energy losses and deflections due to 

collisions and to the geomagnetic field may be combined in a Fokker-Planck equation, the 
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crjcaiiiacrUs. However, both roc M o w Cario sattfjod and ate drttoloo •pprojcfe arr nsacr 
jovoKcd. LubBiaa (1976) described as afnrntaaiir aaalyilca) model based oa • itapufted 
form of the Fokker-riaock equtk» derived by Walt «i «L The lama desciaima •atnrilr 
mirroring and pitch angle scetieriqf dae to Cbalocab Iptrrsclior» were aeaJecMd and the 
Fbkker-Planck oqeafioo en» then solved analytically, readting • compact eipTweloe» foe 
the local eJectioo spcctrain-

lahmann also compeied (be energy deposition profiles cilrahltid by the differcoi 
methods described above, for electron drstribatioat isotropic over me downward 
bemispbert. The gross features of Ike kmballoa rate profiles were aeaeral* la food 
agreement, rarely differing snore HUM a factor two at a grrca arUtadr. CocaeqseoUy. 
we will chose the simplest and most user-friendly model to calculate the ion pair 
production for selected intervals of the CEBO campaign. 

6.2 Method of compulation. 

Figure 6.1a shows the average electron density profile measured by EISCAT above Ibc 
CEBO-1 balloon for the interval 0350 - 0440 UT on August 27, 1984. The radar 
experiment is described in chapter 8. The CEBO-1 balloon registered no X-ray fluxes 
above the background level during this lime period, indicating that the ionization in the 
lower ionosphere was entirely due to solar radiation and cosmic rays. The electron density 
below 90 km altitude was below the i Section threshold of EISCAT, but increasing to 
210'° m"5 at 100 km altitude. Figure 6.1b shows the average electron density profile for 
0440 - 0500 UT on August 29, 1984. During this disturbed interval the Cosmic Noise 
Absorption (CNA) at the riometer sites near EISCAT was about 2 dB and the CEBO-2 
balloon registered intense X-ray fluxes. The electron density above 90 km altitude was 
2-10" m'\ decreasing to approximately 5-10° m"' at 70 km. Comparison to figure 6.1a 
shows thai solar radiation and cosmic rays were of minimal importance to the ion pair 
production between 70 and 90 km during this latter interval, above 90 km the solar 
radiation may have been responsible for 5 - 1 0 percent of the total ionization. Earlier 
rocket flight measurements of energetic particle precipitation during auroral events show 
that the flux of energetic protons in the D region is insignificant compared to the electron 
fluxes (Folkestad, 1970). Consequently, we consider energetic electrons as the only 
ionizing agent below 90 km altitude during the disturbed periods of the CEBO 
campaign. In the altitude range 90 to 100 km also ion pair production due to solar 
radiation must be taken into account. 

As previously mentioned, the different energy deposition models for isotropic incident 
electron fluxes, described in section 6.1, all produce similar ionization height profiles 
(Luhmann, 1976). In our study we have adopted the semi-empirical model of Rees (1963), 
because of its compactness and convenience. 
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Figure 6.1» Mean ebctron density profile measured by EISCAT during the quiet interval 
0350 - 0440 UT on August 27, 1984. 
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Figure 6.1b Same as figure 6.1a, but for the disturbed interval 0440 - 0500 UT on 
August 29, 1984. 
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According lo Ree* (1963). tbe samba of hm pain po aaii volane, q(z) |m*J. m 
acraatpbrric depth < |kg m-*) generated per Mk fadder* «beina Oai F (•'*!. it flvca by 

/• r„ A . * l*J W/f) l " 

where: 
t , [keV] • initial energy of the electron. 
Ac |keV] > average energy tott per kn pair formed. 
r, [m] « R/p « range at the lop of the atmosphere, p (kg m''J it the mass density ai 

the lowest attitude of penetration, where the atmospheric depth it R [kg m*'). 
N,(z) |m"'] • number of ionizable atoms or molecules at the atmospheric depth & 
N,(R) [m's] = number of ionizable atoms or molecules at the atmospheric depth R. 
X(z/R) > normalized energy dissipation distribution function. 

The atmospheric depth z can be expressed as the pressure divided by the gravitational 
acceleration g. The mean energy required to produce one electron-ion pair, Ae is 35 eV. 
Griin (1957) examined the energy dissipation distribution function A(z/R) and the 
penetration depth R of electrons in air, by measuring the luminosity distribution produced 
in the gas when monoenergetic, monodirectional electrons in the energy range 5 to 54 k*V 
were emitted into a small gas chamber. The geometry of the experiment is indicated in 
figure 6.2, which shows measurements of N 2' emission intensity contours, produced by 
monoenergetic monodirectional electrons in air. If a magnetic field, B, is present the 
electron paths are confined to helices around the vertical line, either the electron beam is 
initially parallel to B or making an angle 6 with the field direction. The energy dissipation 
distribution function X(z/R) for four angular distributions of the incident electrons are 
shown in figure 6.3. Experiments show that X(z/R) only weakly depends on electron 
energies above 1 keV (Rees, 1988). Griin found the penetration depth (or maximum range) 
R to be related to the initial electron energy e„ by 

R = 4 . 5 7 - l O ' V 5 (6.2) 

when R is expressed in kg m"' and % in keV. Equation 6.2 is valid in the energy range 5 to 
54 keV, whereas the electron spectra derived by the method described in chapter 5 extend 
to 1000 keV. Spencer (1955) applied the Bethe formula to calculate the penetration depth 
of electrons into air and various other materials. The results of Spencer and of Griin for air 
are in good agreement in the energy range examined by Grun and equation 6.2 does not 
deviate seriously from the results of Spencer for energies below 200 keV. For electron 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure &2. Nj' emission intensity produced by two beams of monoenergetic electrons 
in air. The electron paths will in both cases be helices around the dashed vertical line 
(from Vallance-'ones, 1974). 

energies between 200 and 1000 keV we found 

R = 3 .42-10-V 3 7 (6.3) 

to fit closely the values of Spencer. According to equations 6.2 and 6.3, the lowest altitude 
of penetration for 500 keV electrons in our model atmosphere is 60.5 and 62.5 km, 
respectively. 

We have calculated the penetration depth R, according to equation 6.2 for energies 
below 200 keV and equation 6.3 for energies greater than 200 keV, for the electron 
energies T„ used in the synthesized electron spectra described in chapter 5. Tie atmospheric 
pressure P„ at atmospheric depth R = R(TD) is given by 
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Figur* 6.3 Normalized curves of energy deposition X(z/R) for different pilch angle 
distributions, for electron energies above 1 keV (from Rees, 1963). 

P„ = R(T„)g (6.4) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration. The tabulated values of the CIRA (1972) 
atmosphere were used to find the number density N„ and the mass density p at the pressure 
level P„. The geometrical altitude h (in kilometres) at this pressure level was found from the 
tabulated values of pressure versus altitude on September 1, at 70° N. It should be pointed 
out that the use of such a tabulated model of pressure versus altitude is a potential source of 
error in the further analysis. A given pressure level may be shifted upwards or downwards 
from the geometric altitude predicted by an atmospheric model if the temperature profile 
below changes. As mentioned in chapter 2 there are observed temporal fluctuations in the 
neutral gas temperature in the upper mesosphere at high latitudes and even an average 
temperature profile from a number of experiments can deviate considerably from the 
temperature profiles of the most popular atmospheric models. 

The number of ionizable atoms or molecules at the altitude h is not strictly the total 
number density N„ but is related to the number densities of 0 2 , N 2 and O by (see Rees, 
1969): 

N, = [0 2 ] + 0.92-fNJ + 0.56[O] (6.5) 
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However, tin» Ine mixing ntio of the atmospheric gate* it almost constant trom tea kvel 
and up M 100 km attitude (cf. chapter 2), tbe ratio M/iyN/R) in equation 6.1 te well 
approximated by 

The penetration depths R(T,) fur electrons with energies T, tre lined in appendix B, 
together with tbe geometric height, man deniiiy and number density at these atmospheric 
depths. 

The electron density profiles N,(h) and the ion pair production q(h), derived by 
applying equation 6.1 and the inferred electron spectra, are finally combined to yield the 
effective recombination coefficient as a function of height; 

«--fjfife» (6'7) 

The mean electron density profile N t q u k l (h ) for the quiet interval 0350 - 0440 UT on 
August 27 (see figure 6.1a) was subtracted from the measured electron density profiles 
N C J m l M l e d ( h ) before a e B was calculated. Actually, the ion pair production due to solar 
radiation, q,(h), should be included in q(h), at least for altitudes greater than 90 km. The 
solar elevation angle was very low {< 5°) during the time periods selected for evaluating 
a t t I , and it would be difficult to carry out realistic calculations of q,(h). The modification of 
the electron density profiles as mentioned above is only a first order approximation to 
include the ionization due to solar radiation in equation 6.7, but as the electron density at 
90 - 100 km altitude during the quiet interval was only 5 - 1 0 percent of the electron 
density during the disturbed periods, this approximation will hardly be any major source of 
error in the derived values of a e D . 

Earlier X-ray measurements, made with bailout borne detectors with some spatial 
resolution capabilities, give evidence of small scale spaiiai structures in the electron 
precipitation, superimposed on a more or less uniform background precipitation (Mauk et 
a!., 1981, Olafsson and 'Jllaland, 1989). Precipitation structures of this kind, drifting 
through the radar beam, could introduce artificial features into the electron density profiles, 
especially for low elevation angles of the radar antenna. In order to reduce the influence of 
such irregularities in the electron precipitation both the X-ray measurements and the 
electron density profiles should, whenever possible, be post-integrated over a few minutes 
at least. 
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CHAFTER7 

EXPLORATION OF THE IONOSPHERE WITH INCOHERENT 
SCATTER RADAR 

In this chapter ibe principles of ionospheric electron density measurements by an 
incoherent scatter radar are briefly treated. Section 7.1 deals with toe scattering of 
electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere and the characteristics of EISCAT are described in 
section 7.2. The operation mode of EISCAT during the CEBO campaign will be outlined in 
section 8.1. 

7.1 Incoherent scattering of electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere. 

When an electromagnetic wave is transmitted from the ground at a frequency far above 
the maximum value of the plasma frequency 

4 = ^ 1 
2 * M 

Ny 
— — (71) 
m.t„ 

found in the ionosphere (typically about 10 MHz), most of the transmitted energy passes 
through the ionosphere into space. A small fraction of the energy is scattered in all 
directions from random thermal fluctuations in the electron density. The returned power 
from a volume V in the ionosphere is proportional to the electron concentration N e in V. If 
the signal power returned to the ground is measured N e may be determined, and the 
spectrum of the scattered signal can provide several other ionospheric parameters. The 
physical mechanism on which this method of experimentation is based is called Incoherent 
scattering or Thomson scattering. Incoherent scattering of electromagnetic waves and its 
application to ionospheric research has been discussed by e.g. Evans (1969), Farley (1971), 
Hagfors (1977a), Leer (1977) and Risbeth & Williams (1985). These authors deal with 
different aspects of the scattering of radio waves and the following section is a synthesis of 
their papers, intended for the non-specialist in incoherent scattering. 

An electromagnetic wave falling on a free electron will cause it to oscillate and to re-
radiate electromagnetic wave, with the same frequency as the incoming wave, in all 
directions. The power re-radiated in this way into unit solid angle and per unit incident 
flux is given by (Evans, 1969) 
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& - f . 1 * » * (7-2) 

where r, is the classical electron radios 

and 8 is the angle between the electric field in Ihe incident wave and Ihe direction from the 
scattering electron to the observer, i.e. the polarization angle. The total power re-radiated 
by one electron, per unit incident flux is 

ot = 8n/3r«2 = 6.610" in1 (7.4) 

and is called the Thomson cross section of the electron. The radar cross section of a target 
is defined as the projected area of a perfectly conducting sphere, which would scatter the 
same amount of energy to the observer if it is located at the same position as the real 
target. Since a perfectly conducting sphere is an isotropic scatterer, the radar cross section 
of a single electron is 

o e = « n / s u r t = 10-asin2e m2 (7.5) 

In a scattering volume V, illuminated by a radar, with average electron density Ne the 
electrons will be randomly distributed due to thermal motion. The lengths of the paths from 
the radar to each electron will also be randomly distributed and at the radar the scattered 
waves will add with random phases. Thus, the signal powers returned to the receiver will 
add and the total received signal power is proportional to the product o eN c. A typical 
measurement volume in the lower E region during the CEBO campaign was of the order of 
10 km3 and the electron density at 100 km altitude about 3-10" m*5 during moderate to 
strong precipitation events. Although the total electron content tt Ihe volume may be as 
high as 3-10", the total scattering cross section (Vo e NJ «f tfiis volume is only 0.3 
mm2. 

If the electron moves with a velocity ve along the line of sight of the radar the Doppler 
shift of the scattered wave is given by 

Af = 2v/k, = Tfpjc (7.6) 

where X, is the wavelength and f, is the frequency of Ihe transmitted wave. Random thermal 
motions of electrons with temperature T e would result in a Gaussian shaped spectrum of the 
signal scattered by free electrons, with a centre to half-power width of 0.71 Afe where Afc 

is the Doppler shift du to an electron approaching the radar at the mean thermal velocity 
(Evans, 1969) 
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(7.7) 

where K is Boltzmann'i constant (» 138-10-" IK'1). The UHF system of BSCAT openies 
at t frequency of 933.5 MHz. Auamiag the electron (nid ion) temperature at 100 tan 
altitude to be 250 K the frequency spread of the scattered signal, Af r would be quite large, 
or approximately 500 kHz, and the backscanereo energy per unit bandwidth 
correspondingly low. 

The first experimental tests of these ideas, performed about 30 years ago, snowed some 
unexpected features. The total backscattered power was roughly as expected, but the 
spectral width of the scattered signal was much narrower than predicted by equation 7.7. 
The observed frequency spread was rather that corresrxraiing to the Ion thermal motion. 
Later theoretical work showed that the influence of the ion motion on the scattered signal is 
very important when the radar wavelength X, is much larger than the Debye length Xj, 
defined by (see e.g. Tanenbaum, 1967) 

- 2 - f = 69 
T 
— (7-8) 
N. 

where t, is the permittivity of free space (= 8.85-10"12 F-m*1). True Thomson scattering, 
i.e. scattering from electrons which can be regarded as completely free (no electrostatic 
forces between the electrons and the ions), will only take place when a * 5, where a is 
defined by 

a = 4 J I V X , (7.9) 

The operating wavelength of EISCATs UHF system is 0.32 m and the Debye limit can in 
SI units be expressed as 

vT^E", > 210"' (7.10) 

During daytime this condition is only fulfilled below 80 ion and above 1500 km altitude. 
The corresponding limit for the VHF radar (f = 224 MHz, X, = 1.34 m) is 810~5, usually 
found below 70 km and above 4000 km. In the intermediate region, i.e. in the main part of 
the ionosphere, the pure Thomson scattering mechanism must be modified in some way by 
the electrostatic forces between the ions and the electrons. The theoretical works carried out 
shortly after the surprising results of the first incoherent scatter experiments showed that 
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when the Dcbye length it «nail the Kartering can «at be regarded at fron me ndjvkhul 
free electrons, bat it actaaOy arising fron énctty ht fa i laaj • ikt alatait The 
wavelength of the density Pacta arions contributing to me scattering of a radiowave of 
wavelength X, satisfy the Bragg condition, namely 

A -*-W (7 , , ) 

where A is the wavelength of (he density fluctuation and 6 is the angle between the wave 
vectors of the incident wave and the scattered wave. In the case of badacatfcring (9 « a) 
the wavelength of the density fluctuation involved is half the radar wavelength. We will 
consider two types of density fluctuations in the ionosphere; ion-acoustic waves and plasma 
waves. 

i) Ion acoustic waves. 

When a radar signal, transmitted at a frequency f„ is scattered by a low frequency ion 
acoustic wave propagating towards the observer, the frequency fs of the received signal is 
(Uer, 1977) 

fs = fi + K + (ks - *iW2n (7.12a) 

where ^ is the frequency of the ion-acoustic wave, k, and kg are the wave vectors of the 
transmitted and the scattered wave, respectively, and v, is the drift velocity of the ions. A 
signal scattered by a wave propagating away from the observer will be received at the 
frequency 

fs = f, - f» + (1% - k,W2» (7.12b) 

When f», « fj we may assume that m i - |k , | and a monostotic radar will receive a 
signal at the frequency 

fs = f,(l - 2v/c) ± f. (7.12c) 

where v, is the drift velocity along the line of sight of the radar, with positive sign 
corresponding to drift away from the radar. It is important to note that the electron drift 
velocity does not enter the equations. Assuming small amplitude and isothermal 
compression (ye = ^ = 1) the frequency of an ion-acous.ic wave with wavelength A is 
(Krall and Trivelpiece, 1973): 
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• l L T A * t / , 
A f «. 

• • * 
(7.13.) 

«hete T, «nd T, i» the ratio of specific bm M cooataot pretaue lo me specific he* m 
constant volume for the elections and the loot, respectively. T, It the ion l 
m, is the ion mass, to terms of f, and for backscanering we can write 

- 5 (7.13b) 

When T, = T,, which is normally a good approximation below 130 km altitude, the 
frequency of the received signal (eq. 7.12c) may be rewritten as 

h = f, 
2 v i 

1 '• t 
c 

8«c7\ 
(7.14) 

The term 2f,v/c is simply the Doppler shift due to the ion drift. The last term in the 
parenthesis in equation 7.14 indicates that thermal fluctuations in the plasma will result in 
frequency spread in the received signal. This term should be compared with equation 7.7, 
which gives an estimate of the signal bandwidth in the case of pure incoherent scattering. 
That part of (he returned signal which has been scattered by ion-acoustic waves is called 
the ion line and is usually the most important part of the received spectrum. Two examples 
of the shape of the ion line are given by the solid curves in figure 7.1, for v( = 0. If the 
ions are drifting with a velocity v, » 0 the entire spectrum will be correspondingly Doppler 
shifted (cf. equation 7.14). The dashed curve shows the spectrum that would be obtained in 
a hypothetical situation in which the transmitted wave is scattered by completely fret ions, 
with the electron Thomson scattering cross section. The total scattered power per 
electron, corresponding to the area under the solid curves (i.e. the total scattering cross 
section), is (Evans, 1969): 

°tn = (l+a'HI+a'+T/Q (7.15) 
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Normoliied Doppler Shift 8t 

Figure 7.1. The shape of the ion line spectrum when T e = T, and T e = 3T, (solid 
curves). The Doppler shift is normalized by the ion thermal velocity 
(©, = (^^^Vm/ScTj). The dashed curve corresponds to hypothetical scattering by free 
ions with the free elect-on scattering cross section (from Farley, 1971). 

This important result shows that in the case T, = Tj and a = 0 the total scattering cross 
section is actually only half the area under the dashed curve in figure 7.1. In other words: 
When T e = T, the observed (or effective) electron cross section is only half the radar cross 
section o e given by equation 7.5. 

The exact shape of the ion line depends in a complicated way on the electron and ion 
temperatures, Debye length, ion composition, collision frequency and several other 
parameters. The spectra are often difficult to interpret because it is not easy to separate the 
effects of the various quantities mentioned above. A common approach to the physical 
interpretation of the spectrum is to fix one or more of the parameters and to adjust the 
remaining ones in such a way that a theoretical spectrum, calculated from the assumed and 
inferred parameters, best fits the measured spectrum. When properly done the analysis of 
the ion line can give a great deal of information about the ionospheric plasma. 
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When die Debye leagib it •nail at coaapand wr» dM radar wavelength (a « I) tic 
wave it aho icatiered by Ugh frtajfey pktttM «er latin—, becaenUy called platåa 
wafts. The» otcOlaUoat occasioaalljr appear in tsc spectre» as two peaks - die plata» 
lines ~ one above and one below OH trtsMtButef noDtency f|» i n e plasma Unas are 
separated trom f, by apprasfcnaier* ttte local platma frequency 1, (ice eq 7.1). A schematic 
backscattered spectrum showing bom die ion Une and die platina Hues is given in figure 
IX Normally tbe plasma lines contain very link power and are asaairy not detectable 
below 200 km attitude. Another problem of plasma Une studies is mat electron density 
gradients within the scattering volume smear out tbe plasma Unes and they no longer show 
up as sharp peaks in tbe received spectrum. Despite these drawbacks plasma Une studies 
can for instance be used to verify some of tbe information obtained from ioa line analysis. 
If ibe frequency of the plasma lines can be found from tbe spectrum tbe electron density 
within the scattering volume can be accurately and unambiguously determined. 

DOWNSHIFTED 
PLASMA LINE 

UPSHIFTED 
PLASMA LINE 

Figure 7.2. Schematic spectrum showing the ion line and the upshifted and 
downshifted plasma lines. 

The total power of the ion line, corresponding to the area under the solid curves in 
figure 7.1, is the simplest parameter of the backscattered signal. For monostatic experiments 
the radar equation states that the instantaneous received power is given by (Hagfors, 
1977b): 
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P, - P.N.Ab ^ A (7.16) 

when: 
P, • imtinltnroB» mnsmilted power 
N, • electroo density in tbe scattering vohune 
Ah • ringe resolution * cx/2 where x i» tne pulte kngtb 
o& • effective electroo scattering cross section 
R « range • distance lo scallering volume 
A • antenna aperture 

Tbe numerical constants and tne radar parameter» can be evaluated and combined lo yield 
the system constant Cj. Taking into account the Debye correction term a? and the term 
T/T, in tbe electron scallering cross section (equation 7.15} tbe electron density is easily 
obtained from equation 7.16: 

N, = - ^ ( l + a ' + T / r . K l + c ^ - C s (7.17) 

For the EISCAT UHF radar the numerical value of the system constant has been 
delennined from simultaneous ion line and plasma line meas cments (Kirkwood el 
al.,1986, Trondscn, 1988) and the adopted value in SI units is 

q = 1.18-10" 

Ionosonde measurements of the critical frequencies at the E-layer and F-layer peaks may 
also be used to estimate the system constant. 

In the interpretation of the radar measurements from the CEBO campaign the electron 
density is of primary importance. The derivation of other ionospheric parameters from the 
spectral characteristics requires sophisticated techniques and a thorough description of the 
further processing and analysis procedures of the backscattered signal is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. 
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7.2 The EISCAT radar. 

Tbe EISCAT facility actually consists of raw Independent systems: a Mastic UHF radar 
operating at 933 MHz and a maooctatjc VHF radar operating at 224 MHz. The VHF radar 
ii located at Ramfjordmoen near TrooM and its antenna can be fleered fa die meridian 
plane, with an elevation t-ciween 30" N to 60" S. Tbe UHF radar consists of dme tally 
steerable antennas located at Ramfjordmoen, Kinma in Sweden and Sodankyll in Finland, 
with £ c transmitter at Ramfjotdmoen and receivers at all tilet. Tbe geographical positions 
of the installations are shown in figure 73. The tristatic geometry enables tbe UHF radar to 
measure tbe full ion drift velocity vector », at any position in the ionosphere over a great 
part of northern Scandinavia. Table 7.1 summarizes die coordinates and table 72 toe most 
important technical parameters of tbe EISCAT installations. Further description of the 
system is given by Folkestad et al. (1983) and Risbetb A Williams (1985). 

Figure 7.3. Sketch map of the EISCAT installations. From Baron, 1984. 
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T»bl« TJ. Gtofraphic tad pwn^nwlr dMa for BSCAT rite* (turn B U N . 1984). 
Troon* Kmiu SotfaokyU 

Gtograplue 
Latitude (deg) «9.JIJN 61S6SN 67M7N 
Longitude tdeg) l « l E rat* E 2665 E 
Altitude (m) 30 413 I'd 
Distance from Tionuo (km) 1976 390 5 
Azimuth lo Truimo (deg E) 346.02 112.49 
Azimuth lo Kinina 164 88 2*4.71 
Azimuth to Sodankyla 125.57 9896 

Gtomagwi; 
Corrected Geomagnetic Lat (deg) 666 N 649 N 639 N 
Corrected Geomt ignclic Long (deg) 104 9 E 104.2 E 108.5 E 
Invariant Latitude—ground 66.3 N 645 N 63.5 N 

-300 km 668 N 65.1 N 641 N 
{/.value —ground 6.17 5.38 5.03 

-300 km 6.46 5.63 5.25 
Dip angle —ground 77.60 76.77 76.4-

-JOOkm 77.5B 76.72 7661 
Declination —ground 3.20 3.78 7.39 

-300 km 1.24 1.91 5.18 

In the transmitters the frequency of the radar wave can be changed in steps of 0.5 MHz 
for the UHF radar and 0.2 MHz for the VHF radar. Each transmitter can send <6 different 
frequencies, making it possible to transmit pulses with up to eight different frequencies 
within each transmission cycle. This permits several experiments to be run simultaneously 
and allows the experimenters to make maximum ust of the transmitter duty cycle. 

The expected power of the received signal can be estimated from equation 7.17. 
Assume electron density N e = 10" m"' at an altitude of 300 km and a 300 IJS pulse 
transmitted with 2 MW power. Then the received signal power P s will be of the order of 
10"" W for the UHF radar. In addition there will always be received some noise power P„, 
even at range gates where no signal should be present. The noise originates from radio stars 
and galaxies and from the receiving system of the radar. At best P s is only a few times P„ 
and an accurate subtraction of the noise level from the receiver output must be made. 
Obviously, an extremely sensitive receiving equipment must be used in order to get useful 
measurements of the scattered signal. 

Figure 7.4 shows schematically the main parts of the UHF receiving system. After 
passing through a preamplifier at the antenna hom the signal (933 ± IS MHz) is mixed 
with a 1053.5 MHz local oscillator signal, giving a signal at an intermediate frequency of 
120 ± 4 MHz. This intermediate frequency signal is sent for filtering and further processing 
in eight independent receiver channels. In each channel the signal is mixed with a wave 
from a programmable second local oscillator and converted to a 30 MHz signal. The 30 
MHz signal passes through a bandpass filter and enters a hybrid delector, where it is at last 
mixed with a fixed 30 MHz signal. The hybrid detector produces two output signals in 
quadrature. These signals are, after filtering, used as input for the analogue/digital 
converters (ADC), one for each receiver channel. The output from the ADC is passed to a 
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Tabic 7.2. Panaxim of die EJSCAT UHF wymm (fan Brno. 1964). 
Transmit! rr 
Peak iiimmilted power 10 MW 
Maximum duly cyde 1X354 
Operating frequencies 929.5 ± 0 5 n ( 0 « n < IS) 
Pulse widths 10-10000/a (selectable) 
Maximum pulse repetition 

raie 1000 Hz 
Modulations on-ofT. phase-flip, 

frequency-step 
Antenna-all sites 
Diameter 32 m 
Efficiency 70% 
Optics Cassegrain 
Polarization arbitrarily selectable (cir

cular usually transmitted) 
Axes Azimuth/elevation 
Azimuth range 540° 
Elevation range 90" 
Maximum angular rale 1.4° s"'(each axis) 

Receivers 
Type Cooled parametric amplifier 

(remote sites) 
GaAsFET (Tromso) 

System temperature ~45K (remote sites) 
~ 130K (Tromso) 

Number of channels/site 8 
IF filter bandwidths 1.2,8.0,30.0MHz(selectable) 
Detector Synchronous demodulator 

yielding quadrature com
ponents 

Post-detection filters 12.5, 25.0, 50.0, 100.0 kHz 
(selectable) 

correlator which computes power profiles and the autocorrelation functions nf the 
backscattered signal. The autocorrelation function of the signal is actually the Fourier 
transform of the power spectrum. In principle it is possible to measure the power spectrum 
directly by using a bank of filters, but usually it is more convenient to measure the 
autocorrelation function as described above and convert it to a power spectrum by Fourier 
transformation. 
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Figure 7.4. Main stages of the UHF receiver system (from Folkestad et al.» 1983). 
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CHAPTER 8 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The ideal conditions for coordinated balloon - radar measurement* occur when the 

mesospbcric jet winds undergo a reversal between summer easterlies and winter westerlies. 

During these periods the experimental arrangement sketched in figure 8.1 is feasible. In 

August 1984 two balloons, CEBO-1 and CEBO-2 were launched from Setermoen, about 

80 km south of Tromsø. The first balloon was at floating altitude from 2200 UT on August 

25 to 1000 UT on August 27, the second balloon reached floating altitude at 1800 UT on 

August 28 and was cut down at 1100 UT on August 29. The EISCAT UHF radar was 

operated during the night hours, between 1600 and 0800 hrs. local time, providing electron 

density profiJes of tbe D and E regions above the balloons. The flight trajectories of the 

balloons are shown in figure 8.2. The perfect arrangement, i.e. with a balloon positioned on 

the magnetic field line threading the Tromsø radar was never achieved; tbe horizontal 

distance between Tromsø and the balloons was always greater than 70 Ian. Therefore the 

election density profiles measured with EISCAT may sometimes be affected by horizontal 

gradients in the electron precipitation. 

We will now describe the balloon and radar experiments and present the gross features 

of the data set. 
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Figure 8.2. Map of northern Scandinavia showing the locations of the EISCAT 
installations and the flight trajectories of the CEBO balloons (from UUaland et al., 
1985). 
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8.1 Description of the experiments. 

The principal instruments of * e balloon payioad an sciDtillalfoa counter», compass 
pressure gauge and probes for the measurement» of electric fields (see UUaland el aL, 
1980). The downward directed X-ray fluet were recorded with teven coUimaled tod one 
omnidirectional NaJ(Tl) stiniiUalioD crystals, mounted on pbotomultiplier tubes. The field 
of view of the collimated detectors at 90 km altitude, i.e. at the X-ray production layer, is 
indicated by Ine dotted, rosette-like area in figure 8.1. The total diameter of the rosette at 
90 km altitude is approximately 300 km, while the field of view of the collimaled centre 
detector is 80 km in diameter. The compass monitors the horizontal orientation of the six 
inclined detectors. Due to a malfunction in the CEBO-1 compass the Hentatioo of the first 
payioad is not known after 2330 UT on August 25. The pulses from each of the inclined 
detectors are sorted according to X-ray energy in two channels, 2 5 - 5 0 keV and 5 0 - 7 5 
keV. The centre detector and the uncollimated detector are supplied with five-channel 
spectrometers covering the energy range 2 5 - 5 0 keV (c.f. chapter 5). Each scintillation 
crystal was encapsulated in a 0.375 mm thick aluminium housing. Low energy X-rays are 
attenuated in the Al-housing, mainly by photoelectric absorption. Furthermore, the intrinsic 
efficiency of the detector depends somev. * on the X-ray energy and the correction terms 
for each energy channel are given in appendix C. The results of Seltzer et al. (1973) 
express tne X-ray fluxes outside the detectors. The modifications of the experimental count 
rates, mentioned in appendix C, should give count rates close to the fluxes outside the 
detectors. For X-ray fluxes isotropic over the upper hemisphere the geometrical factor C 
for a cylindrical detector, mounted with its axis of symmetry in the vertical direction, is 
given by (Brown, 1966) 

G = 3 iaL( l + a/2L)/4 (8.1) 

where a is the diameter and L is the length of the cylinder. The diameter and the length of 
the uncollimated scintillation crystals were 1VS inch (3.81 cm) and 1 inch (2.54 cm), 
respectively, and the geometrical factor 13.3 cm1. 

The balloons also carried probes for measurements of the full electric field vector E at 
the balloon floating altitude. Due to instrument failure the E-field measurements from 
CEBO-1 are of no value. The electric field measurements from CEBO-2 were successful. 

The main purpose of the radar experiment was to measure the electron density in the 
tower ionosphere above the balloons. Another intention of the experiment was to measure 
the ion drift velocity vector \ i in the F layer in order to derive the ionospheric electric field 
E, which is related to the ion drift velocity by 

v, = E x B/B2 (8.2) 

where B is the magnetic field. It is generally assumed that the horizontal electric field 
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«round 40 kra altitude te (be stratosphere and the large scale borizMXal electric field in ibc 
ionosphere are equal (Mozcr and Sedia. 1969). The aim of this pert of toe experiment was 
to examine the validity of thi» aaumlion. 

The radar transmistion pattern for the wboie experiment, shown in figure 8 3 , consists 
of several pulses: 

i) Four 25 us pulses at four different frequencies (F4, F6, F7 and F2) for power profile 
measurements. The power profile is readily converted to an electron density profile 
according to equation 7.17. The pulselengib (25 |u) corresponds to a range resolution 
of 3.75 km for the electron density. 

ii) 4 x 25 us multipulse (F3) for measurements of the autocorrelation function (ACF) at 
Ramfjordmoen. 

iii) A 125 us pulse (F5) for measurements of the ACF at Ramfjordmoen. 
iv) A 250 us pulse (F9) for ACF measurements at Kiruna and Sodankyla. 

-Ik F3 F4 F3 F5 F3 F6 F7 F2 F3 
250 325 TIME, US 4 50 575 

-/£. 4250 
F9 

TIME, MS 4500 -ir 8000 

F2: 930.5 MHz 
F6: 932.5 MHz 

F3: 
F7: 

931.0 MHz 
933.0 MHz 

F4: 931.5 MHz 
F9: 934.0 MHz 

F 5 : 9 3 2 . 0 MHz 

Figure 8.3. Transmission pattern of EISCAT for the CEBO experiment. The total 
transmission/receiving cycle is 8 milliseconds. 

During the first balloon flight the remote stations were not operative and during the 
second flight the horizontal distance between the balloon and Ramfjordmoen was quite 
large, resulting in unfavourable geometry for rristatic measurements of the ion drift velocity. 
Thus, the present data set is not well suited for comparisons of the electric field measured 
in the stratosphere with the electric field of the F layer. On the other hand, the electron 
density measurements were successful. 
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8.2 Modifications of the election density profiles. 

Before the election Ion coefficients ct^flt) are derived tome modifications of toe 
measured raw electron density of the lower ionosphere any be necessary. Two phenomena 
must be taken into account: 

i) When the Debye length is comparable with the radar wavelength the scattering cross 
section decreases. This effect was discussed in chapter 7. 

ii) When the negative ion density becomes comparable with Oie electrot density the 
scattering cross section increases. 

Th<- first step in the analysis of incoherent scatter measurements is to calculate the raw 
electron density 

" , . ~ ~ * (83) 

(Notations: see equation 7.16 in chapter 7.1) This is actually equation 7.17 where we have 
assumed that T t = T, and a (siitkfjh,) = 0, i.e. small Debye length as compared with the 
radar wavelength. According to equations 7.8 and 7.9 we may write; 

4^-691' JF, 
(8.4) 

Setting the wavelength of the UHF radar \ = 0.32 m and assuming that T, = 200 K at 75 
km altitude we find that 

a 2 = 1.5107N, (8.5) 

The "true" electron density, Ne', is according to equation 7.17 given by 

N„' = Nnw-(1 + T/Ti + a V + cO/2 (8.6) 

A complication arises because a 2 itself is a function of Ne, and a 1 should not be neglected 
when Nt < 10'° m"'. The analysis of the radar measurements includes only those parts of 
the electron density profiles where the electron density exceeds about 3-10' m"s. For our 
purposes a satisfactory correction due to the finite Debye length effect will be to insert N„w 

instead of Ne in equation 8.5 and then to calculate the (almost) true electron density from 
equation 8.6. 

As mentioned in chapter 2.2.2 the lower D region is characterized by large 
concentrations of negative ions. Theoretical considerations show that the presence of 
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negative ions IOCMMM the total scattered power of the ion line (Mathews, 1976. Fukuyama 
and Kofman. 1980). Amming T, • T p the total scattered power of the too line, per anil 
volume and per «nit incident Out, to (Fukuyama and Kotoan, 1980): 

* ^ * » > (8.7) 
1 (1 + cfyQil + X) + of) 

where r, is the classical electron radius and X is the relative density of negative ions 
(X » N7N,). Equation 8.7 shows that the scattered power can be increased by a factor of 
two when the negative ion concentration is Urge. Moreover, the negative ions also increase 
the spectral width rod change the shape of tha ion line. Taking into account the finite 
Debye length and the presence of negative ions, the true electron density in the D layer is 
obtained by combining equations 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 into: 

(2( l+X) + c ' ) ( l + c Q 
N ' " N ™ 2(1 + 2X) ( 8 8 ) 

We have no measurements of the height dependence of X during the CEBO campaign and 
hence the exact values of the true electron density below about 75 km altitude can in 
principle not be derived. However, we will examine the possible effect of negative ions on 
our measurements by adopting a test profile of X obtained during the Cold Arctic 
Mesospheric Project (CAMP) in July and August 1982. The relative negative ion 
concentration was deduced from the spectral width of the ion line, obtained during a 
particle precipitation event. The gross features of X(h) are as follows (Kofman et a]., 1984): 

i) A transition region with X < 1 appears between 77 and 80 km altitude, consistent with 
earlier observations, 

ii) A region of constant X - 1 is observed between 71 and 77 km. 
iii) Below 71 km a region with X - 2 appears. 

In order to study the presumable effect of negative ions on our electron density profiles wc 
will assume the following altitude dependence of X, hereafter called X,(h): 

a) Below 70 km: X, = 2. 
b) X decreases linearly from X, = 2 at 70 km, to X, = 1 at 71 km. 
c) Between 71 and 77 km: X, = 1. 
d) X, decreases linearly from X, = 1 at '/7 km, to X, = 0 at 80 km. 
e) Above 80 km: X, = 0. 

Figure 8.4a shows the following electron density profiles: 
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a)The f*w electron deadly profile K^Ø») a l 0 4 1 0 - M i l VT on Aagwl 29. • typical 
profile foe the tntome X-ray even» Oarong at 0930 VT. 

b) loe electron density N,(e!faX corrected accordiBf lo ecjudoat M and 8.6. U . taking 
into account the finite Debye length bsc anwnlng X • 0. Ike electron Umptiewie T, 
b200K. 

c) The calcaiaied true' electron deadly. N^atfajaobda). iodncang die eflecu of finite 
Debye length and the attained negative ion touccnffaHon X,(bX wing equation M . 
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Figure 8.4a. Raw electron density (Nm) on August 29, 1984, density corrected for 
finite Debye length (Nc(a)), and for both finite Debye length and negative ions 
(Ne(o,X)). 

Figure 8.4b shows the corresponding postintegrated profiles for the interval 0440 - 0500 
UT on August 29. Figures 8.4a and 8.4b clearly show that for this specific altitude profile 
of X the effect of negative ions almost cancels out the effect of the finite Debye length. In 
other words: The tror electron density N, is rather well approximated by the raw 
electron density N„w. 

In figure 4.5 two additional electron density profiles are shown; Ht(a,\£ where Aj(h) is 
30 % of X,(h), and N^a,^) where X,(h) is a factor 3 higher than X,(h). The difference 
between these two additional profiles and the electron density profile calculated from X,(h) 
is approximately 25 % at altitudes between 70 and 78 km. 
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Figure 8.4b. Same as figure 8.4a, but for the interval 0440 - 0500 UT on August 29. 

The genera] validity of the X, profile is certainly questionable. X(n) is likely to depend 
upon the intensity and probably the nature of the ionizing source, in addition to other 
conditions that may change with time, such as the chemical composition and the 
temperature. Reid (1972) employed a chemical reaction model to explore the changes of the 
ion population in the D region during quiet conditions and during PCA events. The model 
calculations indicated that \ decreases as the proton precipitation increases. Friedrich and 
Torkar (1983) fitted a number of ion composition measurements from rockets to obtain the 
following numerical relation between the electron density Nc(h) (in m"1), the altitude fa (km) 
and X(h): 

log[X(h)(l+X<h))] = 17.9 - 0.0956-h - log Ne (8.9) 

This relation was derived from night time measurements. The amount of daytime data was 
limited, but Friedrich and Torkar considered the daytime values of X(h) to be a factor - 10 
lower than the night time values. If N,(h) in equation 8.9 is taken from the profile Nc(ct,X,) 
in figure 8.4a we get the following daytime samples of \ below 80 km: 
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Figure &5. Raw electron density N n v > profile and calculated density profiles for three 
different profiles of the negative ion/electron ratio at 0410 - 0411 UT on August 29. 
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These values are slightly lower than the ones adopted from Kofman et al. and an electron 
density profile calculated from equation 8.8 with X(h) from equation 8.9 would lie between 
the profiles Ne(a,X,) and Ne(a,XJ shown in figure 8.5. It remains an open question which 
of the X(h) profiles is the best choice for our measurements. However, we consider the 
profile of Kofman et al. to be more attractive for the reason that this profile was obtained 
during geophysical conditions very similar to the conditions during the most promising part 
of the CEBO campaign (same season of the year, similar solar zenith angle and particle 
precipitation in both cases). The profile of Friedrich and Torkar is an average profile 
composed of measurements from all seasons of the year. In the further analysis of the radar 
measurements the profile X,Qi) (adopted from Kofman et a'.) will be applied together 
with equation 8.8 to calculate the true electron density, but it must be kept in mind that 
the imperfect knowledge of Mb) introduces some uncertainty into the calculated electron 
density below 80 km altitude. 
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S3 Preliminary data. 

Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show routine ploU u die groat feahnet of the X-ray data from die 
entire CEBO campaign. Owing the firal aoan of the CEBO-1 flight (figure &6) (one X-
ray events were observed. These events are related to Hoflonn activity over northem 
Scandinavia at reflected by magnetic recordings. The rapid increase in the X-ray fluet at 
2230 UT it closely correlated with the omet of a negative bay so the geomagnetic H-
componeot at the observatories in this local tune sector and it typical for die electron 
precipitation at the onset of uagnetotpheric avbttonnt (Pytle et at, 1976b, Kremser et al., 
1982). Before the subttorm onset the geomagnetic H-componeM tbowed negative deviation 
of about ISO nT for about 1.5 hours. The X-ray fluxes during this interval were rather 
weak but significantly over the background level. These observations can be ascribed to the 
loading phase of the substorm (Pytte et al., 1976a, Tanskanen et al., 1987). Recordings 
from the EISCAT magnetometer chain show that the westward ekclrojel bad recovered at 
0400 UT on August 26. The X-ray fluxes had also decreased to background level at this 
time. At about 0540 UT CEBO-1 is floating approximately 70 Ian north-west of Kiruna 
when another X-ray event appears. A substonn onset was seen at Churchill, Canada 
(58.8'N, 94.1"W) between 0510 and 0515 UT, but no magnetic activity was observed in 
northem Scandinavia at this time. X-ray events of this type, occurring in the morning 
sector and in the absence of local magnetic activity, are interpreted as the effect of 
energetic electrons injected in the midnight sector, drifting eastward in the geomagnetic 
field and causing precipitation in the morning sector due to wave-particle interaction 
(Sletten et al., 1971, Torkar et a]., 1987). In riometer recordings these events appear as 
smooth slowly varying absorption (SVA) events (see e.g. Bewersdorff et al., 1967, and 
references therein). The SVA event starting at 0540 UT had recovered at 0900 UT and the 
for the rest of the flight (25 hours) the CEBO-1 balloon recorded only sporadic, weak X-
ray fluxes. 

The CEBO-2 balloon observed almost continuous moderate to strong X-ray fluxes 
during the whole flight (see figure 8.7). Magnetic recordings from the auroral zone show 
that the westward electrojet was present over northern Scandinavia from about 1900 UT on 
August 28. Several electrojet intensifications were seen until the current reached its 
maximum intensity around 2400 UT, resulting in a negative bay of about 500 nT in the 
geomagnetic H-component at the EISCAT sites. The X-ray fluxes increased rapidly 
simultaneously with the electrojet intensifications. At 0130 UT on August 29 the electrojet 
shifted northward, the current decreased and had almost recovered in this local time sector 
at 0300 UT. In the sector between Iceland and Greenland the electrojet recovered at 0730 
UT. The X-ray event starting around 0300 UT will be discussed in chapter 9. A SVA-like 
precipitation event was observed by CEBO-2 and by the Scandinavian riometer stations 
shortly before 0700 UT. This precipitation event is probably related to a minor 
intensification of the westward electrojed in the sector between Iceland and Greenland, but 
it can not be ruled out that an injection has occurred still further west. 
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Figure 8.6. Routine plots of X-ray fluxes observed on board the CEBO-1 balloon 
from 2100 UT on August 25 to 1200 UT on August 26, 1984. Note the logarithmic 
intensity scale. 
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Figure 8.6 continued. Routine plots of X-ray fluxes measured on board (be CEBO-1 
balloon from 1200 UT on August 26 to 1000 UT on August 27, 1984. 
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The temporal variations in the X-ray D o n daring (be CEBO campaign snow the o n e 
characteristics similar to (bote wiMtty observed in riometer rocordingt: Around local 
mkknjght the predpitalioo rise» sharply to oiaximnm intensity «jmummeously with an 
intensification in the westward electrojel, the intensity peak Ian often only a few minutes 
and dropa off rather quickly. On Ine other band, in die local morning sector die 
precipitation is related to magnetic activity in me midnight lector and the time variations 
are much flower. Especially the decay phase may last for 1 or 2 boors. 

Is our attempts to derive the electron loss rate ctø we nave concentrated on the time 
period 0300 to 0500 UT on August 29. During this interval the cosmic noise absorption 
(CNA) at Ramfjord increased from 1 dB to 4 dB at a frequency of 32 MHz and the X-ray 
count rates in the 25 - 50 keV energy bin occasionally exceeded 15,000 counts/second. For 
comparison the decay of cosmic rays in the atmosphere gives rise to a background count 
rate of 27 counts/second in the same energy bin. Useful electron density data from altitudes 
as low as 70 km were obtained during the last 20 minutes of this two hour interval. 

According to the steady state electron continuity equation we can write 

N,(h) - Vq(h7 (8.10) 

where the ion pair production term q(h) is proportional to the electron flux into the 
ionosphere. When realistic electron energy spectra are used in the ion pair production model 
of chapter 6 the main contribution to the ion pair production around 90 km altitude is due 
to electrons in the energy range 50 - 100 keV. Electrons in this energy range are also 
responsible for a great part of the X-rays observed in the lowest energy channel, 2 5 - 5 0 
keV, of the detectors onboard the balloons. Therefore, we may assume that 

Ne(h = 90 km) - vl(25 - 50 keV (8.11) 

where 1(25 - 50 keV) is the counting rate in the lowest energy channel of the unshielded 
X-ray detector. Figure 8.8 shows a scatter plot of the one minute average values of the 
square root of 1(25 - 50 keV) (on the horizontal axis), and the electron density N,(90 km) 
(on the vertical axis) for the interval 0210 UT to 0509 UT on August 29. The background 
count rate of the X-ray detectors and the quiet day electron density at 90 km altitude were 
subtracted from the measured values. A least square Une was also fitted to the data. At the 
beginning of the interval the X-ray fluxes were slightly over the background level and 
increased to a maximum of about 16,000 counts/second at 0400 UT. Thus, the entire range 
of X-ray intensities measured during the CEBO campaign is covered in figure 8.8. The 
electron density increases with the X-ray flux approximately as predicted by equation 8.10, 
but the scatter of the data points around the least square line indicates that some spread in 
the derived electron loss rates at a given altitude must be expected. 
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Figure 8.8. One minute average values of (i): the X-ray count rate in the lowest energy 
channel (horizontal axis), and (ii): the electron density measured by EISCAT at 90 km 
altitude (vertical axis) from the interval 0210 - 0509 UT on August 29, 1984. The solid 
line is a linear least square fit to the data. 
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ELECTRON LOSS COEFFICIENTS IN THE D-REGION 

In Ibis chapter the methods described in chapter» 5 and 6 are applied to infer the energy 

spectra of the precipitating electrons, the ion pair production rates and the electron loss 

coefficients in the lower ionosphere during selected time intervals of the CEBO campaign. 

The intervals best suited for these purposes are found between 0300 and 0500 UT on 29. 

August. The horizontal distance between Ramfjord and the CEBO-2 Balloon was about 100 

km, intense electron precipitation resulted in measurable electron densities down to 70 - 75 

km altitude and the X-ray fluxes were fairly stable during parts of this two hour interval. 

The X-ray count rates in the 25 - 50 keV and the 100 - 150 keV channels of the 

omnidirectional detector are shown in figure 9.1. Figure 9.2 shows the variations of the X-

ray energy spectrum, represented by the spectral parameter 

1(100-150 keV) 
R " I ( 2 5 - 5 0 k e V ) ( y l ) 

At the beginning of the two hour interval the X-ray fluxes were well above the background 

level and the cosmic noise absorption (CNA) measured at nearby riometer stations was 

about 1 dB. At 0338 UT the X-ray fluxes and the CNA start to increase, reaching a 

maximum at 0400 UT. Immediately as the precipitation increases, the X-ray spectrum 

hardens rapidly and the peak value of the spectral parameter R is observed at 0344 UT, i.e. 

16 minutes prior to the X-ray flux peak. Magnetic signatures of a substorm onset taking 

place Co the west of Churchill, Canada, were seen at 0310 UT, but afterwards the magnetic 

recordings look confused and the further development of the substorm is obscure. A sudden 

onset of a negative bay in the geomagnetic H-component occurred at 0330 UT in 

Naissarssuaq, Greenland. About 15 minutes later the westward electrojet is well developed 

in the sector between Iceland and Churchill, but over Tromsø only a weak westward current 

is flowing. The magnetic recordings and the X^ray observations indicate that electrons 

injected in the midnight sector and drifting eastward in the geomagnetic field, with the most 

energetic electrons drifting fastest, are responsible for the enhanced electron precipitation 

over northern Scandinavia starting at 0338 UT (Kremser et a!., 1973, Kangas et al., 1975). 

The one minute average values of the electron densities measured in the altitude range 

65 to 105 km are shown in figure 9.3. The electron densities shown were corrected 

according to equation 8.8, i.e. effects due to finite Debye length and the plausible presence 

of negative ions were taken into account. As expected, changes in the electron density 
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Figure 9.1. X-ray fluxes in the 25 - 50 keV (upper curve) and the 100 - 150 keV (lower 
curve) energy channels of the omnidirectional detector of CEBO-2 between 0300 UT and 
0500 UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 92. The spectral parameter R = 1(100-150 keV)/I(2S-50 keV) for the X-ray fluxes 
in the omnidirectional detector of CEBO-2 between 0300 UT and 0500 UT on August 29. 
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Figure 9.3. One minute average values of the electron densities measured by EISCAT 
between 0300 UT and 0500 UT on August 29, 1984. 
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follow closely changes in the X-ny duxes. As an example the X-ray pulsation event 
around 0425 ITT is dearly teen as sunuluoeoui variations in the electron density 
throughout the lower ionosphere. 

9.1 Effective recombination coefficients. 

Within the time interval 0300 - 0500 UT five shorter intervals, during which the X-ray 
fluxes were nearly constant, were used for further analysis. The intervals are: 

1) 0310:40 - 0317:40 UT 
2) 0348:40 - 0352:40 OT 
3) 0354:40 - 0402:40 UT 
4) 0410:40 - 0417:40 UT 
5) 0440:40 - 0500:40 UT 

The integrated (time averaged) electron density profile for each interval was calculated 
and the profile was considered as usable down to the altitude where the average electron 
density had decreased to approximately 410' m"3. If the individual profiles (one minute 
averages) were considerably divergent above this altitude the height range with the 
divergent profiles was also excluded from the further analysis. The estimated energy spectra 
of the primary precipitating electrons were derived from the measured X-ray fluxes, 
according to the method described in chapter 5. Within each interval the X-ray spectral 
parameter R did not change dramatically, as seen in figure 9.2. Measurements from the 
inclined X-ray detectors show that the electron precipitation was nearly uniform over the 
whole field of view of the detector array during all intervals; the X-ray intensities in two 
oppositely directed detectors did never deviate more than about 20 %. The assumtion of 
uniform precipitation over a wide area is clearly valid for the selected intervals. The 
estimated electron spectra were used as input in the model which calculates the ion pair 
production profiles q(h) (described in chapter 6). Finally, the electron density and the ion 
pair production profiles were combined in the steady state electron continuity equation to 
yield the effective electron loss coefficient profile; 

As mentioned in chapter 6 we have subtracted a quiet day electron density profile from the 
measured profile Ne(h) as a first order approximation in taking into account the ion pair 
production due to solar radiation. 

We will now present the measured and derived parameters for each interval. 



1) 0910:40 - 0317:40 UT 
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This interval it characterized by moderate X-ray flaxes and soft X-ray spectrum. The 
quality of the lower parts of the individual (one minute integration time) electron density 
profiles is questionable; below 83 km aftilud. they are much more than the lower parts of 
the electron density profiles measured during the other intervals. Above 83 km the 
deviation from the average profile is no more man ± IS %, which we regard as quite 
satisfactorily taking into account the fluctuations in the X-ray fluxes. For this reason the 
electron loss rales during the first interval were only calculated for altitudes above 83 km. 
Figure 9.4 a-d shows the following measured and derived quantities for the first interval: 

a) The estimated energy spectrum of the primary precipitating electrons, inferred from the 
measured X-ray fluxes. 

b) The lime averaged electron density profile, measured by E1SCAT. 
c) The calculated ion pair production rate as a function of altitude, assuming that 

precipitating electrons with the energy spectrum shown in panel (a) are the only 
ionizing agent. 

d) The steady state effective electron loss coefficient ct^, = o/Ne2 as a function of 
altitude. 

The results will be discussed later in this section. 

2) 0348:40 - 0352:40 UT 

At this lime the total X-ray count rate in the uncollimated detector had increased by a 
factor of 4 as compared with the first interval. The X-ray spectral parameter R attained its 
highest value at 0344 UT and had decreased slightly at the beginning of the second interval. 
The electron density was above the threshold limit 4 1 0 ' m" ! down to 73 km altitude. 
Figure 9.5 a-d shows the experimental and derived parameters for the second interval. 

3) 0354:40 - 0402:40 UT 

The most intense X-ray fluxes were observed during this interval and the electron density 
maximum between 90 and 95 km reached its peak value of 2.510" m"3. The 
recombination rate was calculated for altitudes down to 72 km. See figure 9.6 a-d. 

4) 0411:40 - 0421:40 UT 

The total X-ray fluxes were somewhat lower during this interval than during the previous 
one, but the high energy tail (above 300 keV) of the primary electron spectrum had 
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strengthened remarkably. See Øgan 9.7 e-d. 

5) *440:4» - «5*0:40 UT 

The total X-ray fluxes were MOI at akaod the same level at daring the «bole preceding 
hour awl a asefnl ejection density profile was obtained down to 66 km. Ike energy 
spectrum of the primary electrons may be divided toto two parts: For energies below 200 
keV toe electron flux as a function of atactic energy T follows closely a function of the 
form 

SCD-exjK-T/E.) (M) 

with E„ • 38 keV. Above 200 keV equation 9.2 is still a good approximation, but with 
Ej « 63 keV. In other words: During this interval the electron energy spectrum appears to 
be the sum of two simple exponential spectra with different e-folding energies. The 
features of this interval are shown in figure 9.8 a-d. 

Table 9.1 shows both the calculated ( 1 ^ and the measured (!„«„) average X-ray 
fluxes in each energy bin of the uncollimated detector for each of the five time periods 
mentioned above. The measured values listed in the table have been modified as described 
in appendix C to represent the X-ray fluxes outside the detector. As mentioned in chapter 
5, the sum of ]ajc should be between 80 and 90 % of !.,>„, depending on the steepness of 
the electron spectrum. 

Table 9.1. Calculated vs. measured X-ray fluxes, in counts/second. 

Interval 1 Interval 2 Ir'erval 3 
Energy bin *cak 'meis ' o k ' a o i 'cafc Veu 

2 5 - 5 0 keV 1216 1531 8330 9180 13740 15500 
5 0 - 7 5 - 375 473 4360 5650 6840 9030 
75-100 - 90.9 95.3 1560 1850 2250 2680 
100 - 150 - 39.6 50.9 771 922 1020 1200 
150-200 - _ L 5 _ L 4 _U0. _SZ 123 _U2 

Sum 1729 2157 15130 17690 23970 28530 

interval 4 Interval 5 

2 5 - 5 0 keV 9180 11800 6180 7330 
50 - 75 - 4840 6100 3020 3660 
75-100 - 1610 1640 1090 1210 
100 - 150 - 726 831 653 835 
150-200 - _J25. _140 _182 _J22 

Sum 17120 20510 11120 13210 
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Figure 9.4a. Estimated energy spectrum of the primary electrons it 0310:40 - 0317:40 UT 
on August 29, 1984, inferred from the X-ray measurements. 
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Figure 9.4b. Average electron density profile measured by EISCAT at 0310:40 - 0317:40 
UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.4c Calculated ion pair production at 0310:40 - 0317:40 UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.4d, Calculated effective electron loss coefficient at 0310:40 - 0317:40 UT on August 29, 
1984. 
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Figure 9.5a. Estimated energy spectrum of tbe primary electrons at 0348:40 - 0352:40 UT 
on August 29, 1984, inferred from the X-ray measurements. 
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UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.6a. Estimated energy spectrum of the primary electrons at 0354:40 - 0402:40 UT 
on August 29, 1984, inferred from the X-ray measurements. 
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Figure 9.6b. Average electron density profile measured by EISCAT at 0354:40 - 0402:40 
UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.6c. Calculated ion pair production rate at 0354:40 - 0402:40 UT on August 29, 
1984. 
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Figure 9.7a. Estimated energy spectrum of the primary electrons at 0411:40 - 0421:40 UT 
on August 29, 1984, inferred from the X-ray measurements. 
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Figure 9.7b. Average electron density profile measured by EISCAT at 0411:40 - 0421:40 
UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.7c. Calculated ion pair production rate at 0411:40 - 0421:40 UT on August 29, 
1984. 
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Figure 9.7d. Calculated effective electron loss coefficient at 0411:40 - 0421:40 UT on August 29, 
1984. 
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Figure 9.8a. Estimated energy spectrum of the primary electrons at 0440:40 - 0500:40 UT 
on August 29, 1984, inferred from the X-ray measurements. 
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Figure 9.8b. Average electron density profile measured by EISCAT at 0440:40 - 0500:40 
UT on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 9.8c Calculated ion pair production rate at 0440:40 - 0500:40 UT on August 29, 
1984. 
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The calculated electron lost coefficient! from interval» 2 - J are ihown together on 
figure 9.9. At altitudes above 80 km all profiles show similar altitude dependence, although 
the difference between the bgl.cit and lowest recombination coefficients at a fixed altitude 
can be a factor of 2 or 3. The largest recombination coefficientss are found in the altitude 
range between 70 and 80 km. Around the maximum an interesting feature appears; namely 
that a e B decreases progressively during the precipitation event. This effect is most 
pronounced around 75 km altitude where a^j drops from 10"* to 1.5-10"5 c m V in one 
hour with intense electron precipitation. Hargreaves et al. (1987) reported of similar results 
for the altitude range 75 - 80 km during a winter time PCA event: The recombination 
coefficients decreased by a factor of > 2 over a three hour period. Reagan and Watt (1976) 
also noted the same trend during daytime at altitudes below 63 km and between 76 and 89 
km in the strong solar particle event in August 1972. They also found that at sunrise the 
recombination coefficient drops rapidly (sometimes by a factor of 10 at a fixed altitude) and 
increases again at sunset. The sunrise/sunset variations of a t a were in agreement with the 
predictions of chemical models for the D region, i.e. that solar illumination of some minor 
species such as O, O, and H,0 will play a dominating role in the production and 
destruction of ionization in the D region. The progressive change with time of the 
present recombination profiles shows that an accurate recombination profile obtained 
e.g. at the beginning of a particle precipitation event does not necessarily define a 
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unique Interrelation between the ion pair production rate and the electron density In 
the lower ionosphere for the rest of the event. It is quite possible that intense election 
precipitation is able to change the ion composition of the lower put of the D region, and 
consequently changes the effective recombination coefficient. 

The general form of our recombination profiles shows a decrease from a few times 10~' 
at 75 km altitude to a, D - 5-10'* cmV at 90 km. This trend reflects the change in ion 
composition with height in the D region (c.f. chapter 2, see e.g. figure 2.10), Hydrated ions 
of the type H'(H:O)0 with high recombination coefficients are dominating at lower altitudes 
but simpler molecular ions (02* and NO*) with low recombination coefficients become more 
abundant at higher altitudes. The recombination coefficients of electrons with the simple 
ions are 210"' em's"1 for 02* and 4-10-' em's"1 for NO* fTorr, 1985). Laboratory 
measurements of the recombination coefficients of some hydrated ions with electrons are 
given in table 9.2. There appears to be a systematic increase in the recombination 
coefficient with increasing number of water molecules attached to the ions. 

Table 9.2. 
Recombination coefficients of hydrated ion with electrons, in units of 10"6 cmV (from Leu 
el al„ 1973). 

Tempera- (H50)* H*(H20)2 H'(H20)3 H*(H20)< rT(H20)s H*(H20)6 H'(H20), 
ture [K] 

540 1.0±0.2 2.0±0.3 4.0*0.6 
415 2.2±0.4 4.2±0.6 
300 3.8±0.6 4.9±0.8 
205 6.0±1.2 7.5±1.5 s 10 

It should be emphasized that the effective recombination coefficient a e B , as it frequently 
is used in the steady state electron continuity equation, is a rather crude bulk parameter. A 
typical measurement volume in the D region will always contain a large number of 
different ion species, from the simple molecular to large cluster ions, and each ion species 
has its own recombination coefficient a k with electrons. The quantity that we call the 
effective recombination coefficient (or simply the electron loss coefficient) is some sort of a 
weighted average of the many different ak's that actually are involved in the ion loss 
processes in the lowest part of the ionosphere. Consequently, it would be very 
unreasonable to attempt to derive any details of the ion composition from the 
calculated effective recombination coefficient alone. On the other hand, if the chemical 
and ion composition and all the necessary reaction rates are well known it should be 
possible (at least in principle) to calculate the effective recombination rate with the aid of 
chemical models. As mentioned in chapter 2 the ion chemistry of the D layer is not yet 
fully understood, and the further development of good chemical models for this region must 
be left as an exercise for the chemists. 
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Figure 9.11. Two of the present recombination profiles, at 0354 - 0402 UT (Cebo 1) and 
at 0440 - 0500 UT (Cebo 2), together with one profile from Collii el a) (1986) (Coltis) 
and two profiles from Hargreaves et tl (1987), at 1030 UT (Harg 1) and at 1330 ITT 
(Haig2) 

Collis et aL (1986) This ptofDe was deduced ftom electron densities measured by toe 
partial «flection experiment at Ramfjordmocn. and ion pair production rates derived from 
electron fluxes measured on board the geosynchronous satellite CEOS-2 during moderate 
auroral events in the summer lime. The lowest part of the profile (below 77 km) was 
derived from observations at 0343 and 0354 UT on June 17, 1979, when the cosmic noise 
absorption (30 MHz) at Ramfjordmoen was 0.6 and 0.8 dB, respectively. The upper part of 
the profile (above 77 km) was obtained at 0230 UT on June 23, 1979, when the measured 
CNA was 0 3 dB. 

d) Hargreaves et al. (1987). These profiles were derived from EISCAT measurements of 
the ionospheric electron density and ionization rales computed from proton fluxes measured 
on the GOES-5 satellite during the moderate PCA event of February 16, 1984. The profile 
at 1030 UT is from the most intense phase of the event, at 1330 UT (the second profile) the 
ion pair production in the D region had decreased by a factor of approximately 4. 

These profiles are shown on figure 9.11. 
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93 Conclusions. 

The main r e n i n of thtt section may be nunmamtd as follow* 

1) Tbe present profiles ol the effective recombtnatioa coefficient o r t arc gractall) 
consistent with previously published reeomhlnarian profiles bom the acrota) zone, obtained 
daring moderately mang auroral or PCA event» and with differert lechaiqac*. 

2) Tbe gradual decrease of o ^ with altilude between 75 and 90 km is consistent with a 
transition from bydrated ions - with high recombination coefficients - at low altitudes, tu 
simple molecular ions - with low recombination coefficients - al higher altitudes 

3) In tbe height range 70 - 80 km tbe recombination coefficient decreases gradually uitn 
time through the precipitation event This feature is presumably an indication of progress» c 
change in the photochemistry of this region, atd is possibly caused by tbe electron 
precipitation 

4) Even though the altitude profile o. J , 0 in the D region was accurately known at a gncn 
instance in a particle precipitation event, il is not possible lo use the same a . 0 profile at 
another point of lime within the same event to: 

a) calculate the electron density profile from tbe ion pair production rale due to a known 
energy spectrum of the particles; or 

b) deconvolve an electron density profiles into an incident energy spectrum for the 

precipitating particles. 

because the particle precipitation presumably changes the photochemistry and thereby 
the effective recombination rate In the lower ionosphere. 
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CHAPTER 10 

COSMIC NOISE ABSORPTION: COMPARISON BETWEEN 
MEASURED AND CALCULATED CNA 

The enhanced ejection density la » e low» inemawae dark») ptftkie pmipitmoi 
event» wUI redace die power of ndao aofec b o a apace patting duoagh s e jnanepfctw. A 
oelwofk of riomeiei» i» conttnoowsly opemtd in nornen Scandinavia and oceatioaaify 
dwiog ihe CEBO campaign die fteid of view of dM balloon borne X - n y detector* and die 
tadaf bean « t i t overlapping Ihc field of view of one of <be rioiaciet* If dM election 
density and die frequency of coUiuoos between electrons and die netrtal eaokcaka ate 
known wiinin die field of view of a riometer it it possible to calculate dM cosmic noise 
absotption lhal die riomeiet would meauic In otdei to check die caostttcocy of otu 
"teesoscak picture' of ihe election precipitation we have carried osi calculation* of (bis 
kind for a limiicd put of die CEBO dau tel 

10.1 Absorption of radio waves in the ionosphere. 

The refractive index n of a radio wave travelling along die direction of die ambient 
magnetic field B in a weakly ionized gas is given by the simplified venion of die 
Applrlon-Hartree equation (see e g Ralcliffe, 1959): 

l-iZ±Y 

where: 

(10.1) 

X 
N,e> 

tony» 1 ••3 

Y = e|B| = JJ-
m,<D a 

Z = VJ/OJ 

oip = the plasma frequency 
u> = ihe angular frequency of die radio wave 
o ) a - die gyration frequency of the electrons 
v c = the average frequency of collisions between electrons and heavy particles. 
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The absorption cotltVtrat K is defined by 

« t ' - X (105) 
c 

and represents Ihe absorption (in units of Nepers m"') of .ic wave amplitude along the ia> 
path. From equation ID 4 we find, after inserting for X. Y and Z 

I e" N,-v, 
2uc tjm, v," + (ui * u>„r 

When to » u>r, Ihe real part u. of the refractive index is very close to unity and the 
absorption associated with this situation is called non-devlatlvt absorption 

At high latitudes the geomagnetic field is not far from vertical and the amplitude of a 
radio wave is. after penetrating Ihe ionosphere 

E = ^,exp(-/K-dn) (10 7) 

where E, is the ampliiude above Ihe absorption layer. A common practice is to measure the 
noise power P, which is proportional with the square of Ihe wave amplitude. Denoting the 
incident cosmic noise power at Ihe top of Ihe ionosphere by P, and the noise power 
measured on the ground by P, the absorption A in decibels is given by 
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A |db| « \Ote$JTJT) 

. 2frk>s.<up(Jk * ) } 

> t»h db (10*) 

fUoiaciers «salty «ooJior * e conic wi f t power at hvqoeack* eratod 30 MHi. « t o n » 
dM plMaa frecpcscy in to D Iqrtr, « t a n d * w t e at M M kcavgy «taoAtd, ttJdc* 
exceed» a few MHz. That ne abtorptMa of « tv t» wim fucjotncy v o n d 30 MHi fc> 
deafly noo-deviaiive and a equation 104 we eaa aanoe thai tbe seal part of e*e refractive 
index |i • I. After evaluating die natnrrical comuoti is eqoatioo JO* we can expra» 
equation 108 as 

A |dB) - 4.6-10-' J — r - ^ i . db (109) 
J v, ' * (ut a u^y 

when all quantities are in SI units and tbe integration is carried out over tbe attitude range 
|h,Ji,] where the product of the electron density and tbe collision frequency is significant 

Equation 10 9 needs still some modifications before it can be applied to calculate the 
cosmic noise absorption. In the original derivation of ibc Appleton - Hamee formula the 
"frictional" term Z * :Ju> was assumed to be independent of die electron velocity 
distribution. Sen and Wyller (I960) derived a generalized expression for the complex 
refractive index n » |i - «x in a slightly ionized gas. Tbey showed that in tbe limit 
v, « co * <!)„ the Appleton - Hartree equation can still be retained if an effective collision 
frequency 

V,B = 15 v, (10.10) 

is inserted into the equations instead of the average collision frequency v,. v, is actually tbe 
collision frequency of electrons with both neutral molecules/atoms and ions, but as tbe 
lower ionosphere is only weakly ionized the collisions between electrons and ions can be 
neglected. 

The final formula from which tbe expected cosmic noise absorption will be calculated 
is: 

, ( N.-2.5 v, 
A [dB] = 4.S10-' ' . ' ,dh (10.11) 

1 J (2 J v,) 1 + (u> ± u j 1 
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v, •f/10'? I*' | (1012) 

«toa te prestare p is • PHcab T M ORA (1972) atmotptoft for Sepnaabcr I m l W N 
wa» wcd to cakahat te coOmea fceqaeacy ai a raactk» of gtoattric attrade. The rc»*» 
for te akinde nage «tan te ataorptto of «ave* aroaad te 30 MHc frequency a 
ttroogcst are tbo*i> fa tabic 101 

Table 10.1. 

MUD collision frequency v, and Mmotpnctk preuuie at a fanctioo of geometric attitude 
Toe pressure p Is according k> te ORA (1972) atmosphere for September 1 and 70* N 
The collision frequency b given by v, • 8 itf-p (Thranc, 1968). 

Height |km) Presente [Pascal] Collision frequency (s''| 

40 301 2.4© 10* 
4S 157 1.2010* 
50 84 67210' 
55 45.0 3.60-10' 
60 23.7 1.90-10' 
65 12.0 9.6TH0* 
70 5.82 4.66-10* 
75 2.62 2.HH0* 
80 1.10 880-105 

85 0.430 3.44 10* 
90 0.164 131 10* 
95 0.0638 S.HHO* 
100 0.0261 10910* 
105 0.0110 8.80-101 

110 0.0048 3.84 ltf 

Ii should be mentiored that the effective angular frequency of the riomcler, 

(9 ,̂ = w±m„ (10.13) 

in equation 10.11 depends somewhat on the polarization of the riometer antenna. The 
absorption calculated according to equation 10.11 is in fact the vertical 'pencil beam" 
absorption. Riometer measurements made with a broad beam antenna should be weighted in 
order to find the vertical narrow beam absorption, before a comparison between the 
calculated and the measured absorption is made. 
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102 Calculated v*, measured abtoiptioa. 

to to* «Kttoa • « « a Mtfely umcuttm oa toe tone period 0900 - « 0 0 UT a i 
AajcM 29. bal riomcMi wrwrttoft tea toa* M M M of toe irwdtoatto» HuaiHi 
octwotk wfD at» be n « i fot toe a t t w ) tottml 0000 - OtOO UT Dwtot to*, tottmal 
toe CEBO-2 balloon wa* Ooatfag M M Kftoliftivl to Ftotoad and, at « t thtB * M laut. tot 
tine bJttoiy of toe cotiaie eofce abwrptkn «w—rad at Kflptejarvl i w a b t o aMofiy tot 
lime binary of toe X - » y ffetts mmnri l oa bond toe belloea. 

The fropapbic ponjtioai «od the operaane Heejawctoi of toe r tannin» m d to tofe 
flwty en ttHed to taLle l O i 

Tabic I 0J P.toroeicr utjm» «sed to this Body 

Station Geographic coordinates Operating 

lal. long frequency |MHz) 

Ramfjordmoen 69.70 19.00 30.0 
Andoya 69.20 16.00 32.5 
Kilpisjarvi 69.03 20.47 300 
Kevo 69.75 27.01 27.6 
Ivalo 68.60 27.41 27.6 
Sodankyli 67.42 26.40 27.6 

Since the measured absorption depends on the operating frequency of the riometcr (c.f. 
equation 10.11) it is convenient to normalize the absorption measured at the different 
stations to e.g. the frequency at the riometcr in Kilpisjarvi. When the absorption is almost 
entirely confined lo altitudes where the collision frequency is much lower than the 
operating frequency of the riometcr, it follows from equation 10.11 that the normalized 
absorption A, , i.e. in our case the absorption that a riomeler operating at 30 M H z would 
measure, is given by: 

A . = A . • ( f / 30 M H z ) 2 (10.14) 

where A . is the absorption measured at the frequency f. During auroral absorption events 

the ionization due to electron precipitation at altitudes below 60 km and we may assume 

that equation 10.14 is valid, except during PCA events when strong ionization down to SO 

km altitude has been observed (see e.g. Reagan and Watt, 1976). 

.t O o " 
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Figure 10.1. Cosmic noise absorption, normalized at 30 MHz, over northern Scaiidinavja 
from 0000 to 0800 UT on August 29, 1984. Between 0100 and 0700 UT the horizontal 
distance between the CEBO-2 balloon and Kilpisjårvi was only SO km. 
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rigan? 101 ibo»* • * acMMtd afciorpttc*. MraikHd « JO MHz, M dw I M Homhi 
tuuoM Itucd to table 102. I n dkt Uttrvat 0000 - 0100 ITT o» Aagml 29 I t e iKf* leak 
temporal ttanauam m dst electron prectpttatioo. «aka an proauocai oa dw kmtt pawl of 
figure 87. foco at the tatuoccmests M (045 tad 0700 UT. and *w pafeaaoa ««cal M DM 
Pt-5 frequency range arc clearly reflected by d * rinaamr recording» boa all fin nanom. 
Ibe moM «ruting difference» la 8 M absorption are f « a at te apOw» aromd 0400 UT. bat 
dæe are alio large atale spatial gradient* is die acaorprJoa during sntwvih wub ilowcr 
temporal variation. Between 0440 and 0900 UT. waea te X-ray flaw» mcaaand onboard 
dw balloon were almost comiaot. die absorption measured at Andaya and ItamQordrooen 
W M aboot 28 dB, 24 dB at KUprsiårvi. « dB ft Ktvo. 4 dB M Ivalo and 18 dB at 
Sodankyli 

Figure 102 show* ibe X-ray (hues rocanucd by CEBO-2 in the 25 - 50 keV and Uvr 
75 - 100 keV energy channels (upper curves), die absorption measured at Kilpisjårvi 
(lowest solid curve) and die estimated narrow beam absorption calculated according to 
equation 10 11 (dashed curve) with die electron density profiles measuted by HSCAT and 
the collision profile of Thranc (1968) as inpul In order to account for zeiuib angle effect» 
and convert the broad beam absorption to narrow beam absorption, the measured absorption 
values were multiplied by a constant k, A good estimate of k. is obtained by evaluating 

-^gvst 29, 1981 
ios r 1 

0300 0315 0330 0345 0400 0415 0430 0445 0500 
Ti.me, UT 

Figure 10.2. X-ray fluxes in the 25 - 50 keV and die 75 - 100 keV energy channels of 
measured onboard CEBO-2 (upper curves), cosmic noise absorption at 30 MHz measured 
at Kilpisjårvi 0300 - 0500 UT on August 29 (solid curve), and estimated absorption at 30 
MHz, calculated from the electron density profiles measured by EISCAT above Kilpisjårvi. 
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to ««tgfcMd MKcpal of C M " 0 out» to wctftttg aay> el to r w n t i mtam*. ««nt *> * 
to amt» aagk Fot to float» at KBpHtinri to — «ileal take ot I» » 0»> 
(Hugr*a«f» «i al , I9C7) I w Mwgmioa of ttauoca 10 I I « w carmd oa* v>o nw 
Hunatk range 6B lo 10) lon. to " % M * ekettoa drauty «a» cakakKd fraoi trautane ft». 
t« taking Wo K C O M I to teve Debjw haøk m l to prtctace of Mg*tt%« tam TV 
loMffaiiao line for to tketroa dtaury pmflks «a» O M anatc aad M M of to axawncd 
profile* «a* ettfaded «bes to iitjmakd aotorplioo «a* takalaard A» tapectcd UK: 
temporal vaflauom la to weantffld CNA follow very dowly to mnponl «artanom m ibc 
X-ray fhun, since ekettom Is to tane eoetgy nage an raøomibk far to graaancn <4 
to X-rays and to cotmk ooiK abaorprjca Although to cttimMed aotorptJoo o r m t» 
fomewhal rougher toa the mtafaicd one. to two carve» ibo» ia general a ptai 
consistency fot oor choke of coUiska frequency profik A pmeibk cxpUnaiwi oo the 
looghne» of the ettjmalcd ahfotption curve te thai the high energy eketroo purctrxuiwn 
consists of unaJl (paiiai structures utpetmpoud on a more or k u oni/orm pirciprutton 
(Olafnoo and inialand, 1989) The beamwidth of a broad beam riomder anicnru ts 
typically on ih* ordet of 60*. where» the beamwidlh of ElSCATi UHF antenna tv onl> 
0.6*. A small scale structure with enhanced precipitation, or void of precipitation, and »ith 
horizontal extension of. lay, 10 Ion. moving through ihc radar beam will clearly be siviblc 
in Ihc lime history of the election density al a fixed altitude or ui the column ckciion 
content of a given altitude tange, bul such a small structure will only have a minute effect 
on the CNA as recorded by a broad beam riomctcr. We have not been able to ioVniif) 
precipitation structures of this kind in the recordings from Ihc inclined X-ray detectors for 
(his period. A balloon borne X-ray camera with belter spatial resolution would be desirable 
to study the nature of such spatial irregularities in Ihc energetic ekctron precipitation 

Earlier comparative studies of measured and calculated absorption during auror.-.i events 
have been made with riometers al Ramfjordmocn and the UHF antenna of EISCAT directed 
vertically. In the local evening hours the measured and the calculated absorption values 
show very good temporal and spatial correspondence (Ranta et al., 1985, Turuncn and 
Ranta, 1986). in the local morning hours (0400 - 0800 UT) an absorption curve, calculated 
by Turunen and Ranta, during a SVA event shows the same behaviour as Ihe absorption 
curve calculated by us and shown in figure 10.2; il is much rougher than the curve of the 
measured absorption, although Ihe large scale agreement between the measured and the 
calculated values are satisfactory. Both Ranta et al. and Turunen & Ranta used the same 
electron-neutral collision frequency as we adobled from Thrane (1968). 

As mentioned above the expected absorption values shown in figure 10.2 were 
calculated by integrating equation 10.11 over a fixed altitude range, namely 68 to 103 km. 
When the effective electron loss rates were derived for five selected intervals within the two 
hours 0300 - 0500 UT, as described in chapter 9, we restricted our analysis to altitudes al 
which the electron density N e exceeded 4 10' m"', We hav» also calculated ihc expected 
average absorption for each of the same five intervals, but now we integrated equation 
10.11 only over the height range where the electron density exceeded 410* m"'. For the 
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Figure 10J. Differential absorption profiles for five intervals with almost constant X-ray 
fluxes. 
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atotadt». 1W «thitatttl abtojwaoa profile for tact M t m i K fkowa W rajwt I 0 J tatf 
* c cakasawd mal afewrpttoa la g M * M MM* 10X top*» « a * * t acjihaaiM M * * a l 
(ptawfl bats») afewrpnoa la KltoltftHt 

TftMt I 9J . Cakabftd «* awanrad ataarpdoa m JO MHt 

aaksval • _ faaalawil Mmwait 
|ta»| absorption absorption 

l<») m 
031040-0317 40 ITT 820 023 07 
0348 40-0352 40 - 723 IS 1.9 
0334 40-0*02:40 - 723 20 22 
041040-041740 - 713 1* 1.9 
0440 4O-050O40 - 680 1A 1.9 

Toe calculated values ate always a little lower than the measured ones. At least a pan of 
the explanation is without doubdt that even though lb : free electron density H noder the 
limit 4 10* m ' 1 below h . , . it still contributes significantly to the absorption because the 
collision frequency increases rapidly with decreasing altitude, making the product of N , and 
v f big enough to contribute to toe absorption below the lower integration limit b ^ . For all 
five intervals the maximum diferential absorption was found around 90 km altitude, where 
also the highest electron densities were measured during this precipitation event The 
differential absorption profiles in figure 103 clearly show that the CNA during this event is 
restricted to altitudes below 100 km. i.e. to the D region and the lowest part of the E 
region. 

1 0 . 3 C o n c l u s i o n s . 

To summarize the results of this chapter we have found that: 

1) The riometer recordings from northern Scandinavia and the X- ray measurements from 
the CEBO-2 balloon reflect roughly coherent large scale temporal variations in the high 
energy electron precipitation between 0000 and 0800 U T on August 29. 

2) When the balloon was floating within the field of view of the riometer in Kilpisjirvi the 
faster temporal variations of the X-ray fluxes and the CNA show very good 
correspondence. 
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CHAPTER 11 
in 

ENERGY SPECTRAL VARIATIONS DURING ELECTRON 
PRECIPITATION EVENTS IN THE MORNTNO SECTOR 

Af previously mentioned W H I I W M aaoderast lo atroog X-ray flam v « t obientd 
daring * » «bole flight of fee GEBO-2 balloon BpedaUy daring kle SVA e v a * wrung 
around 0935 UT end 0650 UT on Angus 29 (be X-ray Out* « • » batata, a* shown on 
tbe Iowa panel o/ Agate 8.7. In Ink dual chapter die variations of die X-ray energy 
spectnun during tbe interval b o a 0300 UT lo 0900 UT on Augast 29 «ill be examined and 
examples of estimates of tbe pfinury ekction energy spectra win be presetted. To o«u 
knowledge ibete exist no simultaneous measurement» of particle Duxes or of tbe magnetic 
field variations ai conjugate regions in ibe magnetospbere and no emphatic attempt will be 
made to use ibe ground based and balloon measurements alone for diagnosis of tbe 
magnetospberic processes mat controlled tbe precipitation of energetic electrons during 
these events 

11.1 Variations of the X-ray spectrum. 

In several earlier works oo balloon borne observations of auroral X-t .ys the energy 
spectral variations of tbe X-rays during SVA events have been examined (see e.g Kicmsct 
et al., 1973, Kangas et a!.. 1974 and Kangas et al.. 1975). In the events discussed in these 
papers a general softening of tbe X-ray spectrum was found during the increasing pan of 
the SVA events, with a subsequent hardening towards tbe end of the events. 

Tbe SVA event tuning around 0335 UT is inestimably related to a substorm onset 
taking place to the west of Churchill, Canada ( c . chapter 9). Figure 11.1 shows tbe X-ray 
fluxes in the energy channels 2 5 - 5 0 IceV and 75 - 100 keV (upper curves) measured by 
the omnidirectional detector of tbe CEBO-2 balloon, between 0300 UT and 0500 UT on 
August 29. Tbe lowest curve on ibe figure shows an energy spectral parameter R defined 
by 

1 (75 - 100 keV) 
R = (11.1) 

1 (25 - 50 keV) 

where I denotes tbe counl rates in the respective energy channels. The data shown in figure 
11.1 are the same as those shown in figure 9.2, except that the energy channel 75 - 100 
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Figure 11.1. X-ray measurements from the CEBO-2 balloon from 0300 UT to 0500 UT 
on August 29, 1984. From top: (i) The X-ray count rates in the 25 - 50 keV energy 
channel (1(25-50 keV)), (ii) X-ray count rates in the 75 - 100 keV channel (iPS-100 
keV)), and (Hi) the spectral parameter R » 1(75-100 kcVyi(25-50 keV). The primary 
electron spectra were estimated at the points of tune indicated by the arrows. 

keV is used instead of the 100 - 150 keV energy channel. Figure 11.2 shows the 
corresponding data for the interval 0500 UT to 0900 UT. 

As mentioned in chapter 9 the X-ray spectrum is hardest at the beginning of the SVA 
event starting at 0335 UT; the peak of the spectral parameter R is observed about IS 
minutes prior to the peak of the X-ray fluxes. Immediately after R reaches its maximum 
value il starts to decrease, but the softening of the X-ray spectrum is much slower than the 
hardening at the beginning of the SVA event. Shortly after 0400 UT the most intense X -
ray fluxes were observed and at that time R bad decreased to a value midway between the 
value observed before the SVA event and the maximum vake of R at 0345 UT. The 
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Figure 112. Same as figure 11.1. but for the interval OS0O UT to 0900 UT on August 29. 
1984. 

sudden reduction in the X-ray fluxes around 0405 UT also shows up as reduction in the 
spectral parameter R. After the recovery of this sudden reduction R does not change 
considerably until a pulsation event, with • period of about 230 seconds, appears in the X-
ray fluxes at 0423 UT and R increases quickly simultaneously with the X-ray intensities. 
Onwards in the pulsation event the X-ray fluxes and R vary in phase, except in the deepest 
intensity minimum at 0431 UT, when R is at maximum. However, the fluctuations in R 
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danaa. * • pafcaooa mm aw —an at reaaamd wa» At «arlaaoai m At i t t j — i al At 
SVA tvvat Btivwa 0400 UT mi OS» UT At t h a n : fitM M M N M D fee* Ac 
CEBO-2 baDooa ibow H A H of a A at «muna i t—rwtw Mar At btltoOB Ptaarlil» 
aroaad 0*30 ITT At vertical cnaapoMl of At tfcttrk fMd dHagat raptdry. baa aay caaut 
ntatioaibJa brrweta At pafcrtot» Éi A t X-mf flaat* mi At tJtcftfc (ttM natnMd by 
the Auadtnaovm it taAtr •allktly 

After At pskacloa tvtat At X-ray a m a M M pidaaljy •*< •* <OU VT It k 
even bank, Aaa at QMS UT. at Ac btfttiaiat of At fat SVA m a l Brlwtta 0900 UT 
and 0550 UT then ia a feaenl dacnaw la At X-tay tonattty. Soatetxm bttwtta 0555 
UT aod 0610 UT At X-ray One* «tart to atotaac slowly aad «•t l lwiot i ty At aMtmai 
softens. Signs of an kHessificaitoo of At westward tJaatojei wen sets la At anpintlf 
recordings from Lebvogur. Iceland, and Nanaanaaao, Oreralaod, at 0535 UT. The 
increased X-ray flaxes «round 0600 UT are poaUbry related w the instnaifkulon of die 
electtoj el 

A strong precipitation eveni «as observed in die X-ray measurements and die riomefct 
recordinp from northern Scandinavia «round 0700 UT. The X-ray fluxes • Ac highest 
energy channels surted to increase al a slow rale al 0649 UT. Al 0656 UT die count tales 
in all energy channels rise rapidly towards a maximum at 0705 UT. Tbc maximum value of 
the spectral parameter R during this even! was observed at 0700 UT, i e. only 5 minutes 
prior to die peak in the X-ray fluxes. Between 0713 UT and 0716 UT the total X-ray 
fluxes decreased by a factor of two. and simultaneously the energy spectrum softened From 
0720 UT and onwards the X-ray intensity decreased more slowly, and R increased 
continuously for the rest of the interval examined. Al 0S15 UT pulsations with a period of 
250 seconds, i.e. in the Pc 5 frequency range, appear in the X-ray recordings from the 
CEBO-2 balloon. The amplitude of these pulsations is considerably lower than Ibe 
amplitude of the pulsations starting at 0423 UT; Ibe intensity ratios of maximum to 
minimum X-ray fluxes were 5 and IS for the first and the second pulsation event, 
respectively. The spectral parameter R was insignificantly affected by the intensity 
fluctuations of this latter event. 

The magnetic recordings available to us cover poorly the local midnight sector at this 
time. The recordings from Churchill and Baker Lake, Canada, do not show any signs of 
substorm activity near the locations of these stations that could be related lo the enhanced 
precipitation over northern Scandinavia around 0700 UT. However, il can not be ruled o'-l 
that the precipitation event is somehow related to a minor intensification of the westward 
electrojet seen on the magnetic recordings from Leirvogur, Iceland, and Narssarssuaq, 
Greenland, around 0630 UT. 

The variations in the X-ray energy spectra during the two SVA events shown in figures 
11.1 and 11.2 show similar trend; the spectra are hardest at the beginning of the events, 
soften during the periods of most intense X-ray fluxes and then barden continuously 
towards the end of the events. One main difference is that during the whole second event 
the spectrum is much harder than during the first one. Another striking difference is that the 
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11.2. Primary ekctroo energy spectra. 

Figures IIJ 10 11.9 stow 21 wttnamrt priaaary •koto* spat»», aiened boa Be X-
ray measurements from dto CEBO-2 baUoon. tom oia Umt taemal G900 UT lo 0900 UT 
oo Augast 29. At ttfore ta* procadani detuwad in chapter 5 «a» ated to dcmt the 
electron energy spectra. Wa racaO «at «be aerbod gtvat m* tffndmwu fena «** la* 
«arctroa spectra, and dial loo aaata ancottoa sboald not be paid to aaull InagalariUei or 
detail» of ibe miniated spectra. Tbe iptepatloa tine for ibe X-ray flaw» depend» oo tbe 
temporal urucituc of tbe data. Daring imctvals wim alow variation! in tbe X-ray IMCOSIUCS 
an integration time of several mimics was wed, but wben tbe X-ray flues and/or tbe 
spectral parameter R varied rapidly tbe integration time wa» decreased lo 0J or 10 minute 
Tbe majority of tbe estimated spectra shown in figures 113 to 11.9 were derived (or the 
first 30 minutes of each of tbe SVA events discussed above. Thus, the derived spectra 
cover the intervals of increasing X-ray intensities at Ibe beginning of the events, a» well as 
tbe intervals of declining spectral parameter R. A few spectra derived for the pre-oosci 

August 29, 1984 
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Figure 11.3. Estimated electron energy spectra inferred from X-ray measurements on board 
the CEBO-2 balloon. Spectra during the pie-onset period and the initial phase of the 
former SVA event on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 11.4. Same as figure 113. but for the period of increasing X-ray flues during the 
former SVA event on August 29. 1984. 
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Figure 113. Same as figure 11.3, but for the main- and recovery phases of the former 
SVA event on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 11.6. Same as figure 11 J . but for ibe prc-onscl period and Ibe initial phase of the 
latter SVA event on August 29. 1984. 
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Figure 11 J . Same as figure 11.3, but for the initial- and most intense phases of the latter 
SVA event on August 29, 1984. 
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Figure 11.8. Same as figure 11.3, bul for the main phase and the beginning of the recovery 
phase of Ihe latter SVA event on August 29, 1984. 

August 29, 1984 
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Figure 11.9. Same as figure U.3, but for the recovery phase of the latter SVA event on 
August 29, 1984. 
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clarity only fan tanjgy apectt art ploMd oa eacb Agarc. la order a» vfaaabn dw 
temporal ocvwopfflffli of ttft tatiay epacara CM fkparct overlap by oac spacanem, nw Uns 
spectrum oa eacfc fifa» It Ac ton aaatmai of (be previoae figare 

The form of the rsthnairfl primary caactroa aparta ihowa oa flfam 11.3 to I I 9 tt 
varied, bat the ipcctn can be divided ioto duet nain groaps according k> mctf 
characteristics.' 

1) Many of the ipectra are well appro» analnrt by ao exponential taction of dw form 

S(E) • constant expC-E/EJ (112) 

where E is the electron energy and E, h the e-folding energy of the spectrum 

2) Some of the spectra are belter approximated by two exponential functions with two 
different e-folding energies, one for the low «nergy part cf (be spectrum and another for 
the high energy part 

3) The third group consists of spectra that can be considered as a superposition of one or 
two exponential spectra, and a broad asymmetric enhancement or peak. The maxima of 
the peaks for the spectra considered were found at electron energies between 120 and 
300 keV. 

h must be emphasized that the divisions between the three classes seems not to be sharply 
marked. 

The characteristics of the individual estimated electron spectra are summarized in tabic 
11.1. In the table the energy range over which a spectrum can be represented by a single 
exponential function (c.f. equation 11.2) is given, for both the low energy part |E,.E,j and 
the high energy part [E,,E,J of the spectrum. For spectra of group 3 both the e-folding 
energy of the exponential component(s) and the approximate location of the peak maximum 
is given in the table. 
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T a b k l M . 

Oavacifftatks of otaaaud primary cltctroa energy «pac*» op Aagmi 29. 1984 
E, it die «-folding energy of dw part of to yctnim tying within dkt energy 
note ( E , j y or (E^f,). For tpectra cnotftring of an exponential twnpontm and 
a peak die peak mwtmom at located appro» tamely al E ^ . Energies an io kcV. 

Low cocrfy pan High energy pari 

Time, UT E, E, E. E, E. E. «w 
0310:40 • - 0317:40 30 100 18 110 500 37 
0337:40 • • 0338:40 30 600 41 
0341:40 -- 0342:40 30 W0 52 
034S:40 --0346 40 30 360 60 360 600 33 200 
0350:40 -- 0351:40 30 340 52 340 600 31 170 
0355:40 -• 035640 30 6») 34 150 
0400:40 -0401:40 30 60) 35 120 
0410.40 --0421.40 30 600 50 120 
0440:40-• 0500:40 30 180 38 180 600 63 
0543:00-• 0547:30 30 600 69 
0622:30 -•0636:00 30 600 52 
0651:00-• 0651:30 30 600 52 
0654:00- 0654:30 30 600 61 
0658:00- 0658.30 30 600 56 220 
0701.30 -• 0703:00 30 600 41 300 
0704:00 -• 0704:30 30 600 46 220 
0709:00 -• 0709:30 30 600 46 180 
0713:00 - 071S:30 30 240 85 340 500 34 
0722:00 -• 0726:00 30 600 53 
0747:00 - 0752:30 30 600 62 
0854:00 - 0859:30 30 600 92 

Figures 11.10, 11.11 and table 1.11 show the temporal development of the primary 
electron spectra for the former and for the latter precipitation events, respectively. From 
figure 11.10 and table 11.1 we note thai the spectra consisting of an exponential component 
and an enhancement, or peak, are observed during the initial phases of the enhanced 
precipitation events. We also note that the enhancement appears at successively lower 
energies during the initial phase of the former event. Similar trend is also observed during 
the latter event, but it is less pronounced than during the first event. 

Figures 11.5, 11.9 and table 11.1 show that the primary electron energy spectra harden 
progressively through the decay phases of both the precipitation events, in accordance with 
the trend in the spectral parameter R shown in figures 11.1 and 11.2. The hardening of the 
electron spectra is particularly prominent after 0700 UT; the e-folding energy E„ increases 



August 29. 1964 
Ul 

Figure 11.10. Temporat development of the estimated primary eleciron energy spectra 
during the first SVA event on August 29, 1984. 

August 29. 1984 

Figure 11.11. Same as figure 11.10, bul for the latter SVA event on August 29, 1984 
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We «call Iran chaps» I dval tfw present study doe* oof toctada aa anefttigaum of OK 
Bafpctoaphetk proceuat rapoaafbte for £ e eatffriic tlattno prectpttatioa obfcrod 
daring the CEBO campaign Tbav only a brief iMnpfCttikw of die etttsatrd d e e m s 
spectra «ad the relaUoatMp *ub autpetotpberic pmccMes wiU be gtven 

Energetic electron precipitation events «earring in the in the Morning sector of die 
amoral «me. in lb* absence of local ayoaBagnrdc activity are grsenDy atssued to br 
associated wilb ssbsiorm injection of energetic ekcttoos M M local midnight. The injection 
of plasma into the middle and toner regions {< 8 earth radii) of die can!» magnctospherc at 
the onset of a subsionn is characterized by a sodden appearance of hot plasma (see c g 
Moore et al. 1981. and Mink St Meng. 1987) Platou measurements from satellites at and 
near geosynchronous orbit show that die injection appeal* as a simultaneous enhancement 
in the fluxes of all panicle species and over • wide energy range, i e Use plasma injection 
In the midnight sector b dbpentonkas. After the injection die energetic electrons and 
protons drift in opposite directioos under die influence of gradient and curvature of the 
geomagnetic field (see e.g. Sletten el al.. 1971. Kremscr et al.. 1973, Lazutin. 1986 and 
references therein, Torkar el al., 1987). The electrons drift eastward from the injection 
region, with the most energetic particles drifting fastest. The precipitation of a part of these 
electrons is usually ascribed to pitch angle diffusion of the elections into the loss cone, due 
to the interaction of whistler mode waves wilb the electron population. A theoretical 
description of pitch angle diffusion is given by Kennel and Pctschcit (1966). In the woik of 
Kennel and Pctschck it was shown that a sufficiently anisotropic electron papulation ou ld 
act as an energy source capable to amplify whistler mode waves. The whistler mode wives 
would in turn act back on the electrons and cause pitch angle scattering of some of the 
previously trapped electrons into the loss cone, which thereby will be precipitated into the 
upper atmosphere. Simultaneous satellite measurements of both energetic electron fluxes 
and ->-bisller mode ELF/VLF waves (i.e. electromagnetic waves in the frequency range 0.2 
to 2 kHz) support the predictions of this model (Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 1985). High 
time-resolution measurements of precipitating electrons, from a satellite at low altitude, 
indicate that the morning side precipitation usullay occurs in short bursts with a very abrubt 
transition between intense .^ecipitation and no precipitation (Trefall and Williams, 1979). 
The fine time structure of the X-ray fluxes during the precipitation events on August 29, 
1984, will not be investigated in the present study. 

The spectral variations of the X-rays and the primary electrons during the SVA event 
starting around 0335 UT on August 29 fit nicely into the frame of the aforementioned 
model of energetic electrons drifting eastward from an injection region near local midnight. 
The hard electron energy spectra observed at the beginning of the event are consistent with 
the predictions of the model that the most energetic electrons arrive fust in the local 
morning sector, because of their high drift velocity. The softening of both the electron and 
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X-«ay stet ta tameta OMi l/T aad 0(10 l/T caa kt aWianiart « a uga ol drtfi 
dMetnioa. ffccajoa» «Mk tewa» eacrgjr (Mi dumey lowø «MR «aiacfly) « a antwt met 
•toa a* a m i carrsstic aaKSjoas I k t arnad åtak a M M M M « a k a apyiaii ai 
mutmtoty Iowa* aatifiH l i s*t fwaaaatd ahcajoa saacaa auarsta O M UT aad 0*03 
UT caafln» Ms aMtprttstke 

Tbe aarrlraåag of «w tarrgy «Batn ftrdag «w daeay pasta e l «w avtal fe probably 
caaMd by é » praripitttioa a n r h i i r i tara* Abda (1971) calcaiaMd dM tangy low of 
drifting particles aunorfag ai to» aMtadta. laa-Mg ia» acco—l awhrtic cotMrioa» «Mt «te 
torwapberc Tnt cakslatloai showed dwi dM to**» tatrgy tJscBoas bosa a kag» fraction 
of dMar sscigy Asa do dw ktgktf sscigy såacttoas» rsaajrjng is aregfsssWafy kardtt ancf gy 
specmrm of dM daciroas as dsty drift tsstwaid froni dM saawgw stcsor. Kaagss cl al 
(1974) argued dm * conMoaooa of energy dependent ctfacti of phca asglt acancrinc, 
inelastic coilisioos wirh die atmospheric fates aad caaages ia dw tøarcc energy spectnun m 
tbe midnight lector, was responsibk for dw harorning of dw energy speeda towards die 
end of SVA events- Other «plaoariont of spectral hardening btcJade additional panicle 
scceleration doe to inward radial diffusion ander die influence of Ibe raatnetospberic 
convectivt electric field, or caned by violation of die adlaballc Invariants (Lands. 1986. 
and references therein) From toe data obtained from the measurements by one balloon in 
the aurora] lone it is not possible to determine the relative importance of die various 
mechanisms dial can be responsible for die hardening of die electron and X-ray energy 
spectra during «be decay phase of this SVA event We can only conclude dial the observed 
spectral hardening is consistent with earlier observation» of similar events in the morning 
sector. 

The precipitation event starting shortly before 0700 UT on August 29 is not as clearly 
related to subsiorm activity in the auroral zone as the event discussed above, as we have 
not been able to identify where the electron injection occurs. The temporal developement of 
the X-ray and electron energy spectra show many of the same features as the spectra 
during the former event; the spectra are hardest at die begining of die event, then soften 
over a period of about 20 minutes and finally the spectra harden progressively towards the 
end of the event. In general the spectra are harder during the taller event than during the 
former event. A possible explanation is that the energy spectrum of the drifting electron 
population progressively hardens as it drifts eastward from die injection region, due to one 
or more of tbe energy dependent loss mechanisms mentioned above, rather than being a 
sign of hotter plasma injected into the inner magnetosphere in the latter event than in the 
former event. 

11.3 Conclusions. 

A qualitative study of X-ray energy spectra measured on board a balloon, and of 
primary electron energy spectra, estimated from the X-ray measurements, during two 
electron precipitation events in the local morning sector on August 29, 1984, show that: 
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i ) 11» tmtgr Hwctn tet*» HpaAy m * M tagieaiaa. of aat anrtatMioi <««aat 

3) l a t harden taøgy n « « i an oawtad a few aMaaaes «ariwt a*M ato aaaa ot * • X -

ray h m 

3) HM aptcaa soften attr oa fa t»t ialttal noas* of * t piaclpaailoa •*•«•» 
Siaatlraaaoaary. a broad peak or taa inr i ia t appear» at aacetativchjr lower tattga» • the 
«aitamt electron energy apacsn Ta» apacsn) liifHaaaj aad iM tahaacoMat prapaaattaf 
towards lower cnergtes m pTtjanibey «gas of onn OMpcfsJoa of aat dactna) pootuanoa 

4) Tht apecm haidco progressively toward* me ead of ote precipitation events. 

It should be kept in mind that gjtai ore natt be shown in relating mraiaiimmit from a 
single baliooa in the auroral toot k> majnetojpbcfic proceaw* «od parameters if ao 
simoltaneoas measurements from the magneiospberc arc available. However, we find it 
rcasooabk <o cooclude thai the aforeracatJooed obtetvatioaa are consistent with carreot 
theories of energetic electron precipitation in the morning sector of the auroral toot. 
occurring in the absence of local magnetic activity. 

In final conclusion, the present analysis of coordinated balloon measurements of auroral 
X-iays and HSCAT measurements of the electron density in the lower ionosphere, 
combined with traditional ground based measurements of cosmic noise absorption and 
magnetic activity, shows a genenl coherence of the data set when viewed in the light of 
present large scale and mesoscale models of energetic electron precipitation and ils effects 
on the lower ionosphere in the auroral zone. 
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Discrete vs. continuous electron specba. 

la chaps* S U M m t d Skat ( M at* of aaoaotattg*tk them» baaaat (win, J of a 
conn—OM «aKtroa «pactnta amdd aot aflact < M na»tm bnaasanfehaaf apatsrwn 
•ariousiy. «rfato ibc eaaptfar cad* batad oa the rmks of RttatT el i l (1973) is «ted » 
cafcafato cbe X-tty Once We have partially «aouad the validity of dak tmmmm m 
described below: 

The expected X-ray fluxes in each of the energy bin* of «be unshielded X-ray 
spectrometer (sec equations 5.6a U S4e), at an atmospheric depth of 4 0 g cm'', doe to 
electrons with an exponential spectrum hi the energy range 250 to 290 keV wen calculated 
by two approaches: 

1) The electron spectrum was compressed into two monoencrgetic beams. 260 and 280 
keV, by applying equation 5.9, and the X-ray fluxes computed by the code described in 
chapter 5. 

2) The X-ray fluxes due to an electron spectrum consisting of moooenergctk beams spaced 
1 keV apart in the energy interval 250 to 290 keV were calculated, according to equations 
5.2, 53 and 5.4. This electron energy spectrum can, for all practical purposes, be regarded 
as continuous. 

The electron energy interval was chosen such that X-rays would be observed over the 
whole energy range 25 - 200 keV. The resultant X-ray fluxes due to electron spectra on 
the form 

S<T) = lO*^-' expC-T/E,) (A.I) 

with the E-folding energy E, ranging from 20 to 100 keV are shown in table A l . The X -
ray intensities, calculated according to the two approaches, are in very good agreement for 
E-folding energies above 40 keV. For E, = 20 keV the X-ray fluxes due to the discrete 
spectrum are about 5 % lower than for the continuous spectrum, but for E, * 40 keV the 
difference is less than 1.5 % 

The electron spectra observed during the most extensively studied part of the CEBO 
campaign were always harder than an exponential spectrum with an E-folding energy of 30 
keV. Therefore, we conclude that the compression of the electron spectra into 
monoenergetic beams does not introduce remarkable errors into the expected X-ray fluxes 
calculated in connection with the analysis of this set of data. 
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TABLE AJ. 

&j»K*<l X-ny mtanuiu. to CMOM f on 4 . AM to iiywiwiil ttocttM 
faldfef «angir ^ filratoiwl accxdMM, to tyjwrlwt I (CONBM I) tad 2 (< 

IT- , . i i • -»-EBmigj 1MB 

25-30 keV 
50-75 -
75-100 -
100-150 -
150-200 -

2 5 - 5 0 keV 
5 0 - 7 5 -
75-100 -
100 - 150 -
150-200 -

2 5 - 5 0 keV 
5 0 - 7 5 -
75-100 -
100 - 150 -
150-700 -

E,-20ktV 

(D (2) 
02478 02618 
0.I7SI 01850 
00853 00891 
00645 00675 
00224 00229 

E, '50kcV 

(1) (2) 
3016 3088 
213.6 218.9 
104.5 106.0 
79.4 81 1 
27.8 27.9 

E„ * 100 keV 

(1) (2) 

2220. 2217. 
1576. 1573. 
770. 763. 
586. 584. 
206. 202. 

E,-30k*V 

0) rø 
14.07 14.42 
9.96 1021 
4J6 4.93 
3.68 3.75 
129 \2t 

E;-60keV 
(1) (2) 

6122 617.1 
434.1 4J7.4 
2121 211.8 
161.2 162.0 
56.5 55.9 

E,-40 kt V 

0) (2) 
98.1 99.6 
at* 70.5 
33.9 34.1 
254 26.0 
9.02 8.94 

E,»80keV 
(1) (2) 

14104 1415 6 
1000.8 1003.8 
489.2 4865 
372.1 2715 
130.7 128.8 
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Almospberic model aod penetration depth of electrons. 

peoetmjaa dnxh (at raaje) of u M m i la ak. accotdlat to inaaHnar 6 2 aad 63. toøntact 
whh MM premie, acomeBk aefebc. a w * warty aad •ntocalar aaabt* dtatiqr m die 
towest iWiade of pcatcatioo ia tie CUtA (1972) —iwphcrt for Stpnaabci 1 M 70* N 

Energy Ringe Preanre Hrijbt Ma» Nvdnber 
f>V) Ptinr'l IF»] Ik») dually 

tktm-i 
deadly 

1000 4.41 45.0 55.0 5S210* 1.20-10" 
900 3.81 37.0 56.6 4.70 - 9 sty io" 
800 3.25 33.0 57.6 4.10 - 830 -
700 270 26.5 59.2 330 - 730 -
650 2.44 23.5 60.0 3.20 - 6.40 -
600 2.19 213 60.9 2.90 - 5.80 -
550 1.94 19.0 61.7 2.60 - 5.20 -
500 1.70 173 623 2.35 - 4.80 -
475 1.59 143 63 2 2.15 - 4.40 -
450 1.48 13.6 63.7 2.00 - 4.10 -
425 1.36 12.8 643 1.90 - 3.80 -
400 1.26 12.2 64.8 1.75 - 3.60 -
380 1.17 11.3 65.3 1.65 - 335 -
360 1.09 10.4 65.7 135 - 3.10 -
340 1.00 9.8 66.3 1.45 - 295 -
320 0.925 9.1 66.8 1.34 - 2.90 -
300 0.847 83 673 1.23 - 2.50 -
280 0.770 7.6 68.1 1.12 - 2.30 -
260 0.696 7.0 68.7 1.03 - 2.10 -
240 0.624 6.2 69.5 93frl0-' 1.93 -
220 0.554 5.5 70.3 830 - 1.73 -
200 0.486 4.65 71.4 7.69 - 137 -
180 0.404 3.86 72.5 6.39 - 135 -
160 0.329 3.14 73.8 5.27 - 1.15 -
140 0.260 2.48 75.3 4.23 - 8.7&10" 
120 0.199 1.90 76.7 3.28 - 6.80 -
110 0.171 1.63 77.6 2.84 - 6.00 -
100 0.145 1.38 78.3 2.42 - 5.10 -
90 0.120 1.15 79.6 2.04 - 4.30 -
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APPENDIX C 

U9 

Efficiency of ibe sdntiUition counter*. 

At mentioned m chapter 8 Ibe X-ray Out* measured by to baOoca boipe trim illation 
counters are not exactly equal 10 to actaal X-ray H U M outside to detectors. The output 
of to computer code described la chapter S gtvat to expected X-ray flan* artaldc to 
detector, and to measured X-ray flaws amt be modified before a comparison between 
measured and expected X-ray fluxes is made. We have not carried out any detailed study 
yf the relationship between to X-ray fluxes outside a detector and to output X-ray count 
rates from the same detector. Instead we assume that the aurora] X-ray fluxes in to energy 
range |E,, EJ outside to detector are approximately given by 

UIE, . EJ - (1JE,. EJ - 1JE,. EJ)-t[E,. EJ (K2) 

where l a denotes the measured X-ray fluxes, l B is the intensity of background radiation d'.e 
to the decay of cosmic rays in the atmosphere and i|E„ EJ is an 'efficiency factor* for the 
energy bin [E,, EJ of the scintillation counter. The background radiation intensity in the 
five energy bins is obtained during intervals with no auroral precipitation. For our purposes 
a satisfactory estimate of the efficiency factor i for each of the five energy bins is obtained 
by taking into account: 

1) Attenuation (as a function of photon energy) in the aluminium bousing encapsulating the 
scintillation crystal. 

2) The absorption efficiency of the scintillation crystal as a function of energy. 

3) The measured pulse-height spectrum of monoenergelic X-ray photons will consist of a 
peak corresponding to the photon energy, in addition to a continuum below the peak, 
corresponding to Compton scattered photons escaping from the crystal before they are 
totally absorbed. The ratio of the number of pulses within the peak to the total number 
of pulses (commonly called Ibe peak/total ratio) must be considered. 

As a first approximation we associated a pure (energy dependeol) loss coefficient with each 
of the points 1, 2 and 3. The numerical values of the coefficients were obtained from an 
information catalogue supplied by the manufacturer of the scintillation counters (Harshaw 
Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio, USA). The loss coefficients were evaluated for 
energies corresponding to the geometric mean of the energy limits of each of the five 
energy bins used on the CEBO balloon X-ray spectrometers, an finally combined to yield 
die estimated efficiency factors e. 



uo 
D M CMMJC ny fatckftMod CMM M M 1, M EM 4 M V W M M M M totet wd MM 

tflkMocy factor*! to MM fWt otrgy M M m i M • iMit AX 

TNl tAJ . 
Mcaoued txckpooDd CMM ntes l« Md MtMMtd effldeacy beta*• forte 
five energy Mat of dM X-ny Mcctramcttn. 

Energy bin (keV) I , [cMOH/Mcwidl c 

25-75 264 1.11 
50-75 232 1.05 
75 - 100 15 J 1.10 
100-150 204 MX 
ISO - 200 104 1.35 
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